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NEW YEAR 2021 AND FUTURE
Worthy Readers!
The focus of this issue is the New Year and future of Pakistan’s
economy in the pandemic stricken world. In the year 2020, the
global economy plunged to new lows due to the outbreak of
COVID-19 pandemic having it’s far-fetched implications on the
socio-economic and political developments, especially thwarting the sustainable development across the globe. Although the
New Year begins with the expeditious arrival of the COVID-19
vaccine and revival of the globalization but the ongoing regional geopolitical and economic challenges will be the center of attention for the nation-states this year. Along with the analysis
of Pakistan’s economic trajectory and its future, the country’s
foreign policy also remained the focus of this issue because of
the changing regional dynamics and increasing role of foreign
actors in the Middle East, South Asia and Central Asian region.
Moreover, for the resolution of Kashmir conundrum and in
search of new approaches, the recommendations has been laid
forth in one article and lawfare options has reviewed in the international perspective by an Italian expert to secure the rights
of Kashmiris.
This issue Mélange International Magazine engaged national
and international scholars, journalists and expert opinion makers to shed light on number of subjects including, global economic challenges, climate action, Pakistan’s maritime security,
constructive role of media, revisiting Kashmir Policy and other
nascent diplomatic activities of last month.
The January Edition of Mélange International Magazine is
in your hands to quench your thirst for reading and pondering upon the most significant diplomatic developments of the
month. This edition carries a number of special reports, including the Climate Action and World’s women 2020, along with a
range of articles and lot of other mesmerizing readings. Mélange
Team hopes that the current edition will win your hearts and
minds like the previous ones.
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Incumbent government
of Pakistan has left
no stone unturned to
upkeep the inclusive
economic growth
and productivity in
each sector through
facilitating the
marginalized segment
and business sector of
the country.

T

he global economy started
plummeting at the beginning
of the fiscal year FY2020 and
apart from the breakout of
novel virus COVID-19, there
were more than a few underlying reasons for this global economic shortfall.
Incidents like heightening US-China
Trade war having a spillover effect on
the global economy, Brexit worsening
the prevalent Euro crisis, Hong Kong Extradition law triggering the worst crisis
in Asian markets, drastic decline in the
prices and demand of oil etc. regressed
the global economic outlook. In case of
Pakistan, the struggling economy and
debt repayment cycle were upended by
the COVID-19 and a major blowback to
the economy occurred through suspension of trade with India right after its
illegal revocation of the special status
of Kashmir. In addition to the economic crisis, Pakistan along with several
other countries found itself in a health
crisis, disruption in the developmental
projects impending the socio-economic progress of the country, and pushing
the country towards the brink of an economic recession.
For FY 2019-2020, the estimates of
Pakistan Bureau of Statistics shows
that the GDP of Pakistan is -0.38, while
the Gross Capital Formation is 8.45.
These estimates are based on two and
three-quarters of fiscal year’s provisional data projected for the whole year
adjusted for the impact of COVID 19
followed by the partial lockdown. The
contraction in economic growth is the
first one in the last decade, and it is due
to the COVID-19 containment measures
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taken by the government. Not only the
industrial activity faced a decline due
to the pandemic but also the services
sector contracted by nearly 1 percent.
Whereas, amid the locust attack and
heavy monsoon rainfall, the agriculture
sector is expected to show a modest expansion over the year.
Pakistan’s economy was already struggling due to fiscal and current account
deficits, low tax to GDP ratio, lowering saving rates and marginal export
growth, and unsteady monetary policy
when COVID-19 hit the national economy of the country. Debt repayments
and depleting international reserves
were further deteriorating the national
economic outlook when the incumbent
government undertook structural reforms to readjust the economic course
of the country. Premier Imran Khan understood the significance of economic
stability as a prerequisite for upward
mobility of the country, which is why
he commenced economic restructuring
and emphasized on debt repayments. In
FY 2019 the country’s economic trajectory started showing signs of stability
and both, fiscal and current account,
deficits lowered. In FY 2020, the national economy witnessed a reversal with
the macroeconomic imbalances such
as surplus in current account deficits,
increase in foreign direct investments,
stability in exchange rates and the overall betterment of economic outlook,
owing to the pertinent and long-term
policies of the incumbent regime.
The economic restructuring was carried out by the incumbent government
keeping the vows they have taken
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during electioneering in 2017, such as
elevating the national economic outlook
of the country, providing jobs to the
largest youth bulge of the world, putting halt to the corruption, hoarding and
price hikes, and ensuring uninterrupted
supply of commodities. However, the regime was also aware that this economic
reformation process would result in a
short-term economic slowdown, rising
inflation, and reduction in the provision
of jobs but in the longer-run, this reformation process will result in stabilizing
the national economy and rendering the
country as a welfare state.
To ameliorate the condition of the job
market and for creation of jobs for catering the need of the largely unemployed
youth bulge of Pakistani society, the government started several mega-developmental programs. “Kamyab Jawan Program” for providing low-interest loans
to the youngsters for business purposes
and “Naya Pakistan Housing Scheme”
for the construction of 5million houses;
both programs will fulfil the developmental needs of the country and will
create a large number of jobs in the
country. For public sector development,
the government had provided extra

Rs139 million for the stimulation of the
construction industry and private manufacturing. Similarly, on the intersection
of productivity enhancement, alleviating natural resources and ecological development, the incumbent government
has started programs like the National
Agriculture Emergency Program and
Ten Billion Tree Tsunami. These programs were expected to create approximately 2 million
jobs by the end of
the year 2020.
During the second
half of the FY2020,
the economic stabilization measures
taken by the government
underwent suffered due
to the nationwide
lockdown to contain COVID-19. The
quarantine periods
not only disrupted
the global supply
chains but also de-

creased the global demands having a
spillover effect on Pakistan’s economy.
In the latter half of FY2020, a contraction in Pakistan’s economy was witnessed due to a drastic decrease in the
exports, tourism industry, and overall
trade and commerce. Due to this economic contraction, the GDP growth
rate for FY2020 resulted in negative
0.38 percent and negative growth in
the industrial and service industry of
the country overshadowed the agriculture sector as well. The informal economy of the country suffered a lot due
to the social distancing and prolonged
nation-wide lockdowns. Although, the
government had announced relief packages of Rs1.2 trillion and reduction has
been made in the interest rates for the
revitalization of the economy the global economy stricken by the COVID-19 is
impeding the stability of the overall economic outlook of Pakistan.
The looming debt repayments were
eased by the support of international
lenders such as IMF, ADB, and World
Bank etc. IMF facilitated Pakistan by giving US$1.3billion under Rapid Financ-

Pakistan Emerging as a Welfare State

The vision of Imran Khan to make Pakistan a dedicated welfare state and a stable economy remained the underlying principle in this economic restructuring process and several social and economic initiatives have been taken to facilitate the
lowest income groups of the country. As a poverty reduction and social safety initiative, the PTI government started several
social welfare programs under the umbrella of “Ehsaas Program”. According to the Poverty Alleviation and Social Safety
Division, Ehsaas Program is undertaken to counter elite capture and leveraging 21st-century tools through a public-private
partnership, federal-provincial collaboration, and ensuring transparency and good governance. According to the website of
Ehsas program, it aims to harness the potential of data and technology “to create precision safety nets; promote financial
inclusion and access to digital services; supporting the economic empowerment of women; focusing on the central role of
human capital formation for poverty eradication, economic growth and sustainable development; and overcoming financial
barriers to accessing health and post-secondary education.” For the betterment of education and ensuring the increased
enrollment of young ones in schools, “Waseela-e-Taleem Digital” was overhauled including the expansion of the program to
other districts, end-to-end digitization, and provision of conditional cash program. Similarly, “Ehsaas Undergraduate Scholarship Program” was started to facilitate 50,000 undergrad university students from low-income families each year for their
four to five years university programs. These scholarships will cover 100% of the tuition fee and a living stipend of 4,000 per
month. Moreover, to facilitate the disadvantaged women of the society, “Ehsaas Kafalat Program” has been started which will
provide cash stipends of Rs. 2,000 monthly. This is a step towards digital inclusion of the women and giving smartphone access to women. In order to lift the rural population from the shackles of poverty, “Ehsaas Amdan Program” has been initiated
which will provide assets like livestock, agricultural inputs, bodies of Chingchi rickshaws, and inputs for small retail outlets
and small enterprises etc. to the deserving to enable them to graduate out of poverty. For the provision of free food and shelter services, the government started “Ehsaas Lanagr” and “Panagah”. “Ehsaas Rashan Portal” was set up to enable the private
sector and civil society organizations to reach the most vulnerable deserving beneficiaries and provide them food ration
packs or cash equivalent in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis. In the health sector, the government initiated “Ehsaas Sehat
Sahulat Program” providing free of cost healthcare services to people living below the poverty line, and “Ehsaas Nashonuma” a pilot project started in nine districts for conditional cash transfer to address stunting in children under 2 years of age.
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ing Instrument along with one-year relief due to the pandemic, whereas G-20
facilitated by their debt relief program.
Amid pandemic, the government has facilitated the marginalized segment and
business sector of the country through
various relief and stimulus programs
and has left no stone unturned to upkeep the inclusive economic growth and
productivity in each sector, including
agriculture, industry and services sector, along with checking the inflationary
pressures and price control measures.
In terms of growth and investment, Pakistan’s provisional GDP growth rate
was also infected with the ongoing pandemic and for FY2020 it is estimated to
remain negative. During last year, the
economic reformation of the country
resulted in an increase in remittances
from foreign workers and a decrease in
trade deficits. The private investment
for the FY2019 showed a slight decrease whereas the public investment
has increased significantly. In FY2020,
the general government investment
has shown a remarkable increase of 13
percent. Growth of agriculture sector
was 2.67 percent, while the industrial
sector showed a negative growth of -2.6
percent and services sector declined at
0.59 percent due to lockdowns imposed
to contain the pandemic.
The fluctuating exchange rates and instability in rupee value, when pegged to
the dollar, is another reason behind the
economic instability of the country and
its manufacturing industry. Once the
rupee depreciates in the international
markets, it raises the cost of structures
and raw material, specifically the imported ones. Similarly, the high policy
rate, a spike in energy prices, semiskilled labour force, obsolete technology, and lack of marketing discourages
foreign investments in the country, especially in the manufacturing and mining industry.
Government’s stringent fiscal strategy to improve the revenues along with
expenditure rationalization helped in
improving all fiscal indicators and fiscal
account improvement was recorded due

to higher provincial surplus and a sharp
rise in non-tax revenues. FBR tax collection grew by 10.8 percent to Rs3300
billion during July-April, FY2020 against
Rs2980 billion in the comparable period
last year, and a remarkable turnaround
in the primary balance with a surplus
of Rs194 billion during July-March
FY2020. In the first nine months, fiscal
performance increased, however, with
the spread of COVID-19, fiscal accounts
performance is now estimated to be under burden due to increased spending
on health, pandemic curbing measures
and social safety programs. The targets
set by the government for revenue generation will also receive a blowback due
to the same reason and there will be a
need for external financing to overcome
the economic disruption brought by the
COVID-19.
In order to facilitate the business community in these tough times, State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP) has introduced
“Temporary Economic Refinance Facility”, “Refinance Facility for Combating
COVID-19” and “Refinance Scheme for
Payment of Wages and Salaries to the
Workers and Employees of Business
Concerns”. Moreover, the incumbent
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government showed an unwavering
stance towards borrowing from the SBP
to overcome its deficits.
The capital market was also challenged
by the pandemic containment measures, hike in oil prices and inflation,
along with austerity measures taken by
the government. The Karachi Stock Exchange index also had a modest growth
of 0.61 percent in the first three-quarters of the FY2020. Government pitched
in relief stimulus for the investors, resulting in 25 percent points gains in
KSE-100 and market capitalization
since March.
During Jul-April FY2020, remittances
increased to $ 18.8 billion as compared
to $ 17.8 billion during the same period
last year, with a growth of 5.5 percent.
It is an achievement of the PTI government that Pakistan has been able to
decrease the current account deficit
and increase the exports, while in July
2020 country recorded $1.998 billion
with 5.8 percent growth in comparison
to the same month last year. The remittances during FY2020 (Jul-April) also
increased $18.8 billion with an increase
of 5.5 percent in comparison to last fiscal years’ same months. In an annual
economic review meeting, the analysis
of the export statistics showed overall
good progress where food processing
sector grew up to 300 percent, along
with the increase in the clothing sector,
fish and its products etc. At the same
time, a decline was observed in the exports of rice, cement, raw leather and
cotton yarn in the month of July FY2020.
The overall trade balance in comparison
to last year was reduced by -14.7 percent with an increase in exports and a
decline in the imports with 4.2 percent.
A recent tweet by Abdul Razak Dawood,
Advisor for Commerce, Textile, Industry
and Production, and Investment of Pakistan, highlighted that Pakistan exports
to the US have crossed the mark of US$400million in a month. In two months
(Oct-Nov), the exports to the US stood
at US$ 430million and US$ 437million
respectively and it is a great achievement by the Pakistani exporters. If this
export trajectory sustains, Pakistan will
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be able to capture a greater share of the
US market.
The COVID-19 pandemic has generated
both demand and supply shocks across
the global economy and has posed significant challenges for exports to increase further in coming months. Government is committed to lower the debt
to a sustainable level through rationalizing expense, increasing productivity and
revenue mobilization. However, a major
impediment in the economic growth is
the public debt, which until March 2020
was recorded Rs35207 million with an
increase of Rs2499 million from last
year. This difference was mainly due to
an increase in cash balances and depreciation of the rupee. The federal government did not borrow from SBP for
its deficits but all financing was made
through concessional agreements from
multilateral and bilateral sources. Despite the adverse impact of the pandemic on the economy, the overall external
account liquidity has improved due to
the decline in oil and other international
commodity prices.
In terms of education, last year’s survey
revealed that literacy rate is 60 percent
as compared to 2015-16 and expense on
education is 2.3 percent of GDP in 201819. According to UNESCO, since the
1990s there is a globally positive trend
in the public expenditure on education
but in Pakistan, the education spending

in relation to GDP has decreased in comparison to 1997 when it was highest.
However, the incumbent government
had formulated the National Education Policy Framework to overcome the
challenges like increasing enrollments,
decreasing dropout rate, achieving uniformity in educational standards, and
enhancing skills training and access to
education. Similarly, the government
is focusing on the betterment of higher

education through expedited projects
completion, additional funding and provision of scholarships to the deserving
undergrad students.
COVID-19 outbreak has damaged the
pace of development across the globe
and posed numerous challenges to the
national and international economic
growth. Pakistan is among one of the
most affected countries in this regard
because the country was already trying
to cope with the excessive burden of
debt repayment and trying to increase
its revenue gathering and productivity when the pandemic struck the economic reformation. Global supply and
value chains have been disrupted, stock
markets and commodity prices crashed,
airline and tourism businesses along
with small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) suffered huge losses leading to
increased unemployment and problems
in cash flows. Although governments
are taking measures to mitigate the adverse effect of COVID-19 on socio-economic development, to accelerate overall economic activity and to protect the
vulnerable segments of society but the
economic recovery from this pandemic
led shortfall will take years and even decades to overcome.

Past Challenges and Achievements

Decades ago, Pakistan was considered among the few developing countries having an economic growth rate of 5 percent annually and the country was exemplified as a role model for the developing economies since the 1980s. Pakistan was able to
decrease the poverty from 40 percent to 18 percent by the end of the 1980s. Right after its independence, Pakistan’s population was approx. 30 million but the country was not able to meet its food requirements and to meet the ends, it imported the
food products from other countries; however, after 70 years, the country has been able to produce surplus food and exported
wheat and rice to the world. Similarly, the country has emerged as the largest textile exporter over a period of time. An average
citizen’s earning in 1947 was $100 while according to stats of 2003 it has increased more than five times and still increasing
each year. Pakistan hardly had any manufacturing industries in 1947 and in 2017 it has reached an all-time high of 14.2 %,
according to production index growth. The country has been able to produce Steel, cement, automobiles, sugar, fertilizer, cloth
and vegetable ghee, industrial chemicals, refined petroleum and a variety of other industries manufacture products indigenously and exports few of them to the global market as well. Pakistan’s road and highway network have expanded more than
5 times since 1947 and with the highway developmental projects of CPEC, a parallel network of roads has been paved from the
Northern mountainous region to the Southern sea ports. Although the country was able to pull a huge number of people from
the shackles of poverty but still it lacks in the human development and was not able to pull its literacy rate to an optimum level; and if the country were able to increase its literacy level, per capita income would have crossed $1500. With an added focus
on the human development, labour training and skill development, today Pakistan has ranked at top of the human resource
and manufactured products exporting countries list, which ultimately would result in increased remittances and economic
growth. The country would have been in par with the East Asian economies and instead of Bangladesh, Pakistan would have
been endorsed as the economic role model of developing and specifically South Asian economies.
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SPOTLIGHT

Pakistan’s Foreign Policy
in Transition

Awais Siddique

Trends and Challenges
Assistant Editor TAT and Digital
Editor Melange Magazine

“Our objective should
be peace within and
peace without. We
want to live peacefully
and maintain cordial
and friendly relations
with our immediate
neighbours and with
the world at large. We
have no aggressive
designs against anyone.
We stand by the United
Nations Charter and
will gladly make our
contribution to the
peace and prosperity of
the world.” – M.A.Jinnah

T

he evolving dynamics of regional and global power
politics poses complex and
interlocked challenges for
Pakistan’s foreign policy. In
order to understand these multifaceted challenges, there is a need to understand the foreign policy outlook of Pakistan in the global environment and how
bigger geopolitical picture effects Pakistan’s foreign policy choices. Three key
features of the global environment are
pertinent for this understanding, where
the first one is the unsettling transitionary phase of the covid-19 amplifying
the volatility of the international system which was already going through
a global and regional strategic flux. Secondly, there is an ongoing fundamental
power shift squashing the notions of
multilateralism and tech wars between
dominant powers. While, third challenging feature for Pakistan’s unhampered pursuit of its foreign policy is the
rise of populism and unilateral actions
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by these populist leaders, which is undermining the rules-based international order and deifying the international
law in many cases.
Another hindrance the foreign policy
ambitions of Pakistan, and even other
states, will face in the post-covid world
will be the inward focus of other countries. This is obvious because all pandemic stricken economies will focus
on the domestic issues and economic
recovery, which will ultimately shape
their foreign relations and preferences
of the states in pursuing their foreign
policy goals.
There is a ray of hope that the new US
administration, Biden Presidency, will
take measures to restore the world’s
faith in multilateralism and liberal institutionalism, which provides Pakistan
with an ample opportunity to pursue
its foreign policy goal of economic diplomacy. In terms of regional trade
prospects for Pakistan, the Biden administration will certainly pursue the
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Iran nuclear deal (JCPOA) which may
lead to uplifting economic sanctions on
Pakistan’s western bordering country,
allowing the country to extend its economic ties. There is an opportunity for
Pakistan to overcome its negative trade
balance with Iran while also diversify
its energy imports, like oil and gas, and
export its processed and value-added
industrial items to the country’s western neighbour. However, the Biden administration will more likely shadow its
predecessor, Trump’s pressing stance
with China, maybe with a gentle slant,
which will ultimately change the worldview about investment in the Chinese
economic partnering country like Pakistan. Pakistan is sought as an opportune
investment hub of foreign direct investments due to the economic potential and
especially after the mega-developments
taken under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). However, the
US-China strife was swaying the economies interested in investing in Pakistan
due to the expansive influence of the US
on the global economy. Similarly, there
is a possibility that Biden administration will take a softer approach towards
projecting India as a counter-weight
against China, allowing the Chinese influence to grow and rendering Pakistan
as a more tempting investment spot in
the region due to its strategic geographical location and balanced ties with regional economies.
A fair-minded analysis of the changing
dynamic of global and regional power
hints the resurgence of strategic tensions between global powers, which is
a greater challenge for Pakistan to pursue its foreign policy objectives autonomously. The friction between globally
leading economies like the US and China, and the US drawing on India for containing the Chinese rise while providing
it with the technological and military
gains is a bone of contention for Islamabad. Similarly, the ever-increasing involvement of the US in Middle Eastern
nation’s foreign policy, like the normalization drive of Arabian Gulf nations
with Israel and Tehran-Riyadh binary,
can pose a challenge to Pakistan’s pursuit of its independent foreign policy.  
In-terms of short-term or immediate
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challenges
for Pakistan’s
foreign
policy
in the volatile and
fluctuating region, there are
four hotspots Islamabad
should be considering while
reviewing or reordering the
country’s foreign policy.
First is the navigation of US-China
standoff where the US is consorting with
India as a regional partner and projecting
it as a counterweight against China.
Although the similarities between China
and India like humongous population,
rapid industrialization and digitization,
collectively possessing more than half
of Asia’s GDP, and both nations rank
among the largest militaries of the
world, the contemporary spat of US
over China is its challenging position
in the economic and geopolitical realm.
China increased its sphere of influence
through its extensive export base, mega
developmental schemes, and extension
of the country’s economic tentacles
to almost all parts of the world except
North America. While the economist
projected the economic rise of China at
the beginning of 21st century, the USChina strife formally began in Obama
administration when the US accused
its Chinese counterpart of intellectual
theft and illegal transfer of technology.
To overcome this imbalance, India
was chosen as a counterweight by the
US by offering modern technology
and strategic partnership; apart from
intriguing India to achieve its regional
hegemonic designs. Here the role of
Pakistan is pivotal because before
India, Pakistan remained the regional
strategic partner and beneficiary of the
US benevolence and with the changing
political dynamics, Pakistan opted
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forge an ever-closer
partnership with China.
This leaves India

in two-front
threat and that
both having nuclear
deterrent
capability
while one, China, having
the permanent status in the
UN General Assembly. Pakistan always
pursued a foreign policy of neutrality
and balancing but the strong-arming
policy of the US towards Pakistan,
especially in stamping Pakistan for
the US defeat in Afghanistan pushed
Islamabad away from Washington
towards Beijing. However, with
the new US administration taking
charge, and especially with the first
US president knowing Pakistan than
any of his predecessors, there is hope
that relations will bolster and move
towards strategic stability, and new US
administration will more likely pursue
an even-handed policy in South Asian
region rather than a partisan one.
The second short-term challenge Pakistan is more likely to face in pursuit of
an unfettered foreign policy is the political development in Afghanistan and
the establishment of a peaceful order in
the country. Pakistan was the most vital
and most affected actor in the Afghan
crisis, as the country has stayed at frontline combatant in the global war on terror and incurred huge economic losses
amounting for $126billion, along with
loss of more than 65000 human lives.
Pakistan had none other option than
joining the US in 2001 when the global
war on terror started in Afghanistan.
Being a developing economy, the country’s economy further obliterated when
it had to host 1.4million refugees and
more than 1.2million people displaced
internally. After all these sacrifices and
patronizing Pakistan’s foreign policy,
Trump administration asked Pakistan
to “do more” and suspended $900 million pledged as security aid to Pakistan.
There was a tacit understanding among
all involved actors that there is not a
military solution to Afghanistan and
the quandary could only be resolved
through socio-economic development
of the country, which is why Trump administration expedited the troop withdrawal from Afghanistan and supported
Pakistan’s deep-rooted involvement in
the Afghan peace process. The US war
on terror had left Pakistan with a host
of problems before and if an agreement
has not been reached this time in Afghanistan, it will be the start of a new
phase of chaos and disorder in the region.
According to the opinion of Maliha
Lodhi, Pakistan’s former ambassador
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to US and UN, there are prospects that
Biden administration will slow down
the troop withdrawal but they should
understand the pivotal role Pakistan had
played and can play in the stabilizing the
country. The new US administration will
surely recognize the importance of Pakistan in the Afghanistan peace-building,
political transition and economic development of the landlocked country, as
Trump administration acknowledged.
The third most vexing issue for Pakistan’s foreign policy is its relations with
India and the resolution of prolonged
Kashmir dispute. It is understandable
that reconciliation between both nuclear-armed South Asian powers will
lead to regional and global geopolitical
stability and bolster the trade in the region, but the incumbent populist and religiously polarized regime of India had
left no option for dialogue or reconciliation. History is evident that Pakistan
never turned down or sabotaged the
dialogue process and always welcomed
the arbitration through the involvement

of a third party for the resolution of
Kashmir’s territorial dispute; however, India never withstood its bilateral
agreements or UN resolutions to which
the country is a party. Moreover, the
grave human rights violation of in Indian held Kashmir, its unilateral and illegal
move to annex Kashmir through revocation of Article 370, violations of Line
of Control (LoC) and communication
blackout in the Kashmir region has left
no option for Pakistan to hold a
dialogue before these problems are resolved. India’s
cover action inside Pakistan to destabilize
the country domestically
and to tarnish the image
of the country in
the international realm through
spreading disinformation and
terror controversy reflects
the disposition of India as the
troublemaker in the region. Even
though it is in favour of Pakistan to

hold dialogue and extend its economic ties with its eastern neighbours but
Kashmir being the pivot of Pakistan’s
foreign policy and India’s illegal occupation and grave human rights violation,
as highlighted by the UN, OIC and other
human rights organizations, impede the
prospects of reconciliation.
Another
short-term
challenge,
most-probably becoming the medium-term, for the foreign policy of Pakistan is the geopolitical turmoil of the
Middle East. Being predominantly a
Muslim majority region sharing borders
and religious affinity with Pakistan, the
country always enjoyed fraternal ties
with all Middle Eastern states. The large
diaspora of Pakistan in the Arabian Gulf
Nations, which is behind the infrastructural development of KSA and UAE, is a
living example of the cordial relations.
Similarly, the strategic ties, defence
partnerships, diplomatic support and
economic associations reflect the success of Pakistan’s foreign policy in the
region; however, the increasing Indian
and Israeli involvement in the Middle
Eastern affairs is more likely jeopardize
the foreign policy of Pakistan. Like Pakistan, India also has a large diaspora
in the Arabian Gulf nations, sending a
huge sum of remittances back to the country and also
engaged
in

ECONOMIC DIPLOMACY

the
business
activities
in
these
g u l f nations. This
leverage has been
exploited by the

The onset of Imran Khan’s political party in the power led to the reevaluation and revamping of the country’s domestic and foreign policy. Economic independence and inclusive economic vision was the underlying principle of
the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaaf (PTI) manifesto, “Road to Naya Pakistan”. The new government, with a vow to pull
the country from the shackles of poverty and vicious debt cycles, firstly focused on the economic recovery through
economic diplomacy to usher the country into a new era of stability and progress. Prime Minister Imran Khan
urged the diplomatic missions of Pakistan abroad to play a proactive role in paving the way for foreign investment
in the country. Under his supervision, the establishment of an “Economic Outreach Apex Committee” also highlights the country’s focus on economic diplomacy, as this apex body will work for bolstering bilateral trade ties and
exploring the potential in the economic field. The incumbent government had also undertaken the mission of providing a safe and stable environment to the foreign investors in the country
by improving the ease of doing business index and stabilizing the overall
economic outlook of the country. Pakistan’s Foreign Minister, Shah Mahmood Qureshi, in an interactive session with the apex trade body, Federation of Pakistan Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FPCCI) announced
lining the economic diplomacy initiative with FPCCI and pledged to address
the grievances and problems of the local industry to ameliorate the condition of trade and industry of the country. In lieu of promoting the economic
diplomacy of Pakistan, the leadership is singing free trade agreements with
other countries like China and organizing trade-expos to boost the exports
of the country along with attracting foreign investments. Similarly, there are
prospects of revitalizing the economic linkages with ASEAN states, Eurasian
Union and the Central Asian States. Owing to the multipronged egalitarian
approach of the incumbent government of economic diplomacy, Pakistan
has been able to capitalize on its foreign relations to accrue maximum benefits and minimize its losses.
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SPOTLIGHT
incumbent regime of India for their foreign policy endeavours and gathering
diplomatic support in the supranational forums, especially against Pakistan’s
case of Kashmir.
In terms of interstate rivalries of Middle
Eastern nations, Pakistan has always
pursued a balanced policy. Being
the only Islamic nation with nuclear
capability, valiant military and extended
relations with superpowers, Pakistan
had remained in an advantageous
position in the policy of Middle Eastern
states; however, with India strongarming the Arab nations over Kashmir,
Pakistan was compelled towards an
emerging Muslim bloc comprising of
Turkey and Malaysia (both non-Arab
Muslim states) upsetting the Arabian
counterparts. Although Pakistan has
been able to walk a tight rope by
keeping a balance between TehranRiyadh binary and even declined the
request its spiritual lighthouse KSA to
send Pakistani troops to Yemen, the
prevalent US and Israel backed regional
strife can create hurdles for Pakistan
ensure its customary approach towards
the ME region.
Similarly, the normalcy of Arab-Israeli ties hint a peril to Pakistan’s foreign
policy objectives in the region and it is
due to Pakistan’s unwavering stance towards the plight of Palestinian’s illegal
territorial annexation by Israel, whereas the Arabian counterparts now have a
preference of achieving tech supremacy
and economic diversification, provided
by Israel.
The global trending economic partnerships like Indo-Pacific, BRI and KASA1000 and Eurasia are also significant for
Pakistan’s foreign policy because now
Pakistan is having a crystal clear focus
of economic development and the more
such multilateral forums Pakistan will
join the merrier it will be for the country. However, the problem Pakistan will
face while engaging in these forums is
the disguised agendas of these collations, such as Indo-Pacific is also suspected to be the US-backed geopolitical alliance against China, similarly, the
Eurasian Union is also reproved by the
western powers as the hidden agenda
of Russia. To gratify the economic and
diplomatic needs of the country, these
forums should be organic, regional and
impartial in terms of geopolitics whilst
offering welfare for the people, and
not be imposed by the extra-territorial
powers as instruments of their foreign
policy. Pakistan had already suffered a
lot from being a proxy to the superpowers in their domination agendas and at
the moment, it is pertinent to take this
into account before formally becoming a
party to any of these collations.
The current trends of Pakistan’s foreign
policy show a gratis inclination towards
its all-weather friend neighbour, China,
and it is a strategic choice of Pakistan.
Since the 1950s, China has remained
an extremely important player in the
country’s foreign policy, initially based
on the extensive cooperation in national
security; the two nations are now closer than ever due to economic interests
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and convergence of their foreign policy
endeavours. Pakistan seeks its economic prosperity with China and the recent
mega-developmental scheme BRI and
CPEC; it has become a win-win situation
for both.
Apart from the country or region-specific foreign policy challenges, Pakistan has
always remained an influential actor in
the multilateral, regional and global supranational forums like UN, OIC, SAARC
and SCO etc. Albeit a developing economy, Pakistan had always contributed
and shadowed the developed countries
as an active member in the diplomatic
initiatives like disarmament bodies and
global development forums. Pakistan is
an active advocate of UN Sustainable Development Goals, global climate action
like Paris agreement, human rights, and
access to water.
Ever since its independence, the foreign policy of Pakistan has faced numerous challenges including hostility
from neighbours, territorial and water
disputes, balancing acts from regional
states, entanglement in the stratagem
of superpowers, and most significantly,
the post 9/11 perusal of an autonomous
foreign policy. Domestic factors like
ethnic and social issues, depreciating
political culture and economic instability also acted as an impediment in the
pursuit of the unfettered foreign policy
of the country. However, the country
cherished cordial relations with regional and global powers like the USA, China, Iran, Central Asian Republics, Gulf
States, and Turkey.
Pakistan’s Foreign Policy seeks to
protect, promote and advance Pakistan’s
national interests in the comity of
nations. The guiding principle of
Pakistan’s foreign policy remained intact
with the vision of the country’s founder,
Muhammad Ali Jinnah: “Our objective
should be peace within and peace
without. We want to live peacefully and
maintain cordial and friendly relations
with our immediate neighbours and
with the world at large. We have no
aggressive designs against anyone. We
stand by the United Nations Charter and
will gladly make our contribution to the
peace and prosperity of the world.”
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For a better future,
the countries should
strategize on enabling
firms to make
industry decisions
and technology
choices based on
the economy’s
comparative
advantage that will
later allow the states
to perform better
than the alternative
approach, which is the
comparative advantage
defying strategy.

A

midst unprecedented catastrophes of pandemic
Covid-19, the global world
from Asia to Europe, America to Africa garbling with
the panacea of economic woes with
looming threats of economic recessions. Based on the economic prowess,
The vivid lines of first, second and third
world states of past now blurred, with
few exceptions, majority of the great
economies of the world are undergoing through the grim consequences of
one of the most non-traditional security
challenge of pandemic Covid-19
In retrospect, the worldwide economy
has faced various serious challenges in
the 21st Century. Globalization has profited most of the world’s leading actors,
yet the expanding interconnectedness
of the global economy ensued grave apprehensions to the economic sector in
various parts of the world. Some global
issues are short term, for example, the
ongoing downturn brought about by
the credit crunch and related financial
emergency. Majority of global economic
shockwaves tend to be short term and
might be self-correcting. Other shortrun occasions can have enduring impacts, for example, the oil stuns of the
1970s, which for all time changed the
worldwide oil market. Similarly, other global issues are long term and may
require a strategic way to deal with discovering solutions. These issues incorporate worldwide imbalance and inconsistent economic turn of events, global
poverty, the exhaustion of non-renewable assets, depletion of the climate and
global warming, and foundational issues
related to insufficient regulation of financial markets.
All challenges require urgent and unequivocal action, and each of the three
can be converged together through
concerted endeavours across the globe.
It is significant, in any case, to comprehend the profundity and seriousness of
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the two long haul difficulties which are
climate change and rising poverty, and
their close connection, before we go to
the more short term. Our reaction to
environmental change and poverty decrease will define our generation. On
the off chance that we fail on either of
them, we will fizzle on the other. Unmanaged climate change will hopelessly
harm possibilities for advancement in
numerous parts of the world, and activity on the climatic change that frustrates
development can never construct the
global coalition on which such activities depend.
Additionally, in 2020, the most recent
downgrade of the global economy came
from a virus that and the entire world
came under siege of a pandemic primarily known as the Coronavirus of COVID-19
which paused the entire world’s growth
for a time being. The spread of COVID-19
across the globe has changed numerous
individuals’ lives. As an ever-increasing
number of individuals are approached
to remain at home, numerous exercises have been compelled to move from
offline to online (O2O), including work,
shopping for food, deliveries, education,
and diversion. As the wellbeing and human cost developed, the economic damage is now apparent and represents the
biggest financial shock that the world
has encountered in many years. The
spread of the pandemic made every
country impose lockdowns which lasted for months. The lockdowns resulted
in degrading the market economy since
the persisting virus outbreaks caused
restrictions over movements including
trade, import, and export.
There are five pattern shifts all around
the world that by their nature of worldwide collaboration, yet have been
thought little of, underestimated, and
under-addressed both broadly and universally whose outcomes have shaken
our reality with an unforeseeable power.
• Energy and Environmental Securi-
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ty: Energy and natural security is
a rising primary issue for the global economic agenda. It has forged
consensus on the potential for longterm financial, national security,
and societal harm from uncertain
energy supplies and ecological fiasco, as the extraordinary requirement for mechanical advances that
can give low-polluting and secure
fuel sources. However, despite developing global momentum, there
is still little concurrence on the best
set of actions needed to diminish
global reliance on non-renewable
energy sources and greenhouse
gas outflows. Perplexing the international policy challenge is the
disproportionate effect of high oil
costs and a boost in global warming
across countries, protecting a few
nations from quick concern while
compelling others to press for a
rapid change.
Growing Income Disparity: from
centuries, nations have tried to
compare themselves with other
states of the world especially when
it comes to wealth, which makes us
less concerned about our absolute
level of wealth since we tend to
compare what we have and what we
own in relative terms to the people
around us. The global private wealth
had increased to $166.5 trillion in
the year 2016, which was driven
by the rapid increase in faster economic growth and stock price performance mainly. The Global South
is much poorer in contrast to the
Global North, which is why inequality is getting ever worse. A tipping
end was reached in 2015 when the
richest 1% in the world owned as
greatly as the rest of humanity. This
style has continued and additionally accelerated. This has brought on
a widening gap between the middle and the elite classes across the
globe.
Technology has taken over the trend
of jobs: in terms of the replacement
of job markets with technological
advancements, a question arises;
how disruptive will be the effect
of globalization and technological
advancements on labour markets?
Throughout the last three decades,
advanced economies have seen the
labour incentive sector jobs move
to develop business sectors. In different cases, innovations have made
certain occupations old. UNCTAD
(United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development) delivered
an approach brief in 2015 that said
robots could remove 66% of occupations in developing nations. For
instance, the world’s largest companies such as Apple, Google, China Mobile, and Bank of China had
employed over 1.3 million people
but in the contemporary world, all
of the companies have now become
advanced in technology with lesser
labour by firing most of the skilled
labour which has also increased
their market capitalization by 30%.
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This is one of the major economic
issues being faced in the contemporary world since the students of the
world have been working hard to
achieve technical skills to get a job
but the job market is now shrinking because of employees being replaced by robots.
The Rebellious Protectionism: G20
nations have become more protectionists. The total number of unfair
protectionist measures implemented by G20 nations has expanded
over the previous years. The primary driver has been the U.S. As
indicated by the Global Trade Alert
report, had the United States been
avoided, the all outnumber of protectionist strategy instruments
forced by the G20 would have been
lower in 2017 than in 2016. The U.S.
has implemented the most protectionist and trade-restrictive proportions of its peer group, for example,
the European Union at least. This
sounds strange for the nation that
highly esteems an open economy,
yet it appears to be that it is Europe
that is advocating trade barriers
limiting and the shirking of protectionist measures.
Growing Migration: The ongoing
refugee emergency in Syria and the
subsequent arrival of more than
1,000,000 travellers in 2015-2016
in Germany introduced an imposing
test to political and social stability.
Notwithstanding harder checks and
balances have kept an eye on the
EU’s borders, and a disputable refugee agreement with Turkey, the EU
is investing more in the migrants’
origin nations. The exiles from Syria
have been escaping a ruthless civil war. They are getting away from
brutality; the same numbers of migrants additionally are from Iraq
and Afghanistan, and, in such cases,
humanitarian causes ought to consistently beat different other contemplations. Wars, climate change,
and more extensive economic and
social disparities are the underlying
factors of migrations. While these
expansions in migration are generally straightforward, they in any
case cause issues in the nations of
arrival such as integration issues,
absorption limits, and skills mismatches.
The Challenge facing the Rise of
Global Economy Growth after
Covid-19: Businesses across the
globe found it hard to service the
debt while the heightened risk abhorrence could lead to an increase
in the borrowing costs and bankruptcies and defaults could be resulted in the financial crisis for
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many countries. A report by World
Bank has estimated that if the current scenario proceeds for longer,
the global growth index could be
shrunk by almost 8% in 2020. The
June 2020 Global Economic Prospects looks past the close term outlook to what exactly might be waiting repercussions of the profound
worldwide recession: mishaps to
potential output. The degree of
output an economy can accomplish
at the full limit and full employment along with work profitability. Endeavours to contain COVID-19
in emerging and developing economies, incorporating low-pay economies with limited medical services,
could accelerate further and longer
economic recessions worsening a
multi-decade pattern of easing back
expected development and productivity growth. Many arising and developing economies were already
encountering more fragile development before this emergency; the
stun of COVID-19 presently makes
the challenges these economies face
much harder.
Nevertheless, the Multilateral institutions and International organizations
have somewhat proven to be the most
effective way through which, both, the
developing and emerging countries can
find suctions to solve the complex global
economic problems peacefully and constructively.
For a better future, the countries should
strategize on enabling firms to make industry decisions and technology choices based on the economy’s comparative
advantage which will later allow the
states to perform better than the alternative approach which is the comparative advantage defying strategy. The
comparative advantage following (CAF)
strategy will be more effective in allowing the countries to catch up and reduce
the growing poverty along with inequality within their nations.
To grow, the developing countries shall
shift to sustainable development. First,
it requires a stronger focus on flow variables, (for example, the debt servicing
cost-to-export income proportion) as
opposed to stock factors, (for example,
the obligation to-GDP proportion) in
evaluating the obligation circumstance
of a nation. Second, policymakers should
make considerable investments in the
developed organizations that intend to
encourage reasonable and better incorporation of their nations into regional
and worldwide value chains. This could
improve domestic worth-added and
access to technologies and assets, and
also enhance economic activities, consequently assisting with expanding effects
of SDG investments and limiting related
risks. Third, there should be a reexamining of the role of private areas in the
society, which should go past private financing and include support for the way
toward diminishing any risks encompassing SDG financing and investment.
To conclude with, the global world must
work collectively to mitigate the growing economic challenges
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Media Coxed Hybrid Warfare and Indian
Propaganda Machines

COPAIR TEAM

W
EU Disinfo Lab
reports unearthed
India’s 15-yearold disinformation
campaing vindicating
Pakistan. It has proved
that India is using dirty
tactics, distorting facts
and spreading false
propaganda against
Pakistan through 265
fake news sites in more
than 65 countries.

e are living in a world
of narratives and these
narratives influence
the perception of the
public and shape our
reality. Media plays a significant role in
building these narratives and shaping
our perception about the happenings
across the world. Nation-states often
employ the mass media for building a
perception in their state’s favour and
against their enemies, such as the propaganda both, the US and USSR, carried
out in times of cold war. This media led
agenda setting technique is categorized
as the tactic of hybrid warfare or part
of the psychological operations that
use social and traditional media to influence popular perception and international opinion. Case of Pakistan and
India is no different because both states
are nuclear-armed rivals and in order
to keep their conflict under the nuclear
threshold, they are engaged in irregular
warfare.  
Today, media is everywhere. With
the advancement and proliferation of
digital information communication
technologies (ICT’s), there is a drastic increase in the usage of these digital platforms for the dissemination of
information, especially news stories.
With the inherent power of media to
influence our thoughts, the proliferation of mass media, especially the digital media, has rendered it as a powerful
tool and even as a weapon to control
the minds of the people. Technological
developments, like the expansion of cyberspace and social media users, have
multiplied the threats of informational
and psychological warfare and provided with enhanced tactics and strategies
to actors for achieving their goals of
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hybrid warfare. Now wars are not only
fought in the conventional battleground
but also on these digital grounds.
Employing mass media for winning a
war of narratives is also not new; it remained a common practice during the
prolonged cold war and even before
that. During the early period of the cold
war when the two superpowers were
struggling to erect their world orders,
both sides used media, especially TV
and radio for gathering public support
for state actions and motivating the
populace for reaffirming and defending
their national political and economic
allegiances. Case of hybrid, irregular
or psychological warfare of Pakistan
and India is similar to the case of the
US and USSR cold war rivalry, where
both powers waged informational and
propagandist wars against each other to destabilize their adversaries and
legitimize their state’s policies and actions. Here, both nuclear-armed rivals
are aware that such tactics are damaging the interests of their rivals while
keeping the conflict below the nuclear
threshold and avoiding the possibility
of mutually assured destruction.
India is engaged in the narrative building against Pakistan since its independence and has pretentiously used their
power of media to taint Pakistan as a
troublemaker in the region. The fascist
regime of the country is using print,
broadcast and now social media platforms for building a maligned image of
Pakistan in their country and abroad.
They are also using it for undermining the societal, political and economic
stability of Pakistan through fake news
or deep fakes, as it is called today. One
can observe it through the state-sanctioned, but disguised as private news
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sites, where the Indian government and
military establishment led narrative is
pushed through giving each news a different angle which favours the incumbent regime.
EU Disinfo Lab, a European based NGO,
had spotted a coordinated network of
265 sites operating in 65 countries to
push the anti-Pakistan, pro-Indian narrative and influencing the European decision-making in 2019. These networks
of hoax media outlets harness the power of digital media to build anti-Pakistan
narratives through republishing one another and creating a mirage of international support.
It is also evident from the cinema industry of India –Bollywood. Using the vast
viewer base of the Indian film industry, the country’s establishment is busy
painting the Muslims and especially the
Pakistanis as terrorist, radicals and conservative among all polities of the South
Asia region. The cinematic influence of
Bollywood has been used by India’s defence institutions to paint Pakistan as
the warzone, underdeveloped country
and hub of crime, and has shown India
as a pluralistic and humanitarian country where rule of law prevails; however,
in the actual situation is opposite. The
discourse analysis of Bollywood films
has shown that India has used its cinema industry to paint a negative image of
Pakistanis, its military and intelligence
forces, and its religious groups. This
cinematic bias and selective truth representation in their movies is intended to
imbibe hate in the Indian masses against
Muslims and Pakistanis, and due to wide
reach of Bollywood across the world, especially in UK, USA and Canada, this is
creating problems for the Pakistani diaspora living in these countries.
This is a blatant move of hybrid or psychological warfare, where Indian defence establishment is tarnishing the
image of Pakistanis in the international
arena, knowing Pakistan partially relies
on the remittances coming from foreign
countries and through this move, they
will not only make the visa regimes
tightened for Pakistan but also undermine their equity in those countries.
Once Pakistan banned the screening of
these movies in the country’s cinema
halls, India is now using Internet mediums like YouTube and Netflix to disseminate the narrative and shape the
perception of the public. Through YouTube channels, India has been manipulating the history, especially related to
wars and skirmishes, showing Pakistan
as the failed state and its military and
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intelligence forces as rouge actors. This
agenda-setting through digital media
has far-fetched consequences, where at
one end they are shaking the beliefs of
Pakistanis while on other hand, they are
granting legitimacy to India’s belligerent actions in the region and undermining Pakistan’s sovereignty.
India’s coercive use of media resulted in
the separation of East Pakistan in 1971,
labelling the legitimate freedom struggle of Kashmiri people as the terrorist
insurgency, and Pakistan as the perpetrator of terror; however, the ground
reality is very different. In their films,
documentaries, and drama serials, India is constantly building a narrative
of Pakistan as the terrorist sanctuary
and a place where different polities like
Baloch, Sindhi and Pashtuns are marginalized. Previously these media led
false flag operations were limited to
the Kashmir region and Pakistan but
now the incumbent Hindutva regime is
employing the same tactics inside India
on their populace. Recent cases of Uri
Attack, and Pulwama Attack leading to
hoax surgical strikes in the Northwestern region of Pakistan, were glorified
in the Bollywood films and mainstream
news channels of India whereas in actual these were mere attempts of labelling Pakistan as the menace and trouble
makers of the region. According to media pundits and geopolitical analysts,
Modi regime has used these false flag
operations to create war hysteria in Indian populace and for electoral gains.
A comparison of India’s scandalous use
of media, especially the digital media
platforms now, with the propaganda
machines of the US and USSR in times of
cold war shows eminent resemblance.
India is silencing its news-outlets to
disseminate news against Indian occupational forces violating the human
rights in Kashmir, just like the USSR’s
censorship institution called Glavlit,
which used to eliminate any undesirable printed materials and ensured that
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the correct ideological spin was put on
every published item. Similarly, the RSS
and BJP troll army is using the digital
platforms to mock and castigate the policies and public figures of Pakistan, and
on top of that, this all has been done in
an organized way as the USSR used their
schools and youth organizations, art and
theatrics to propagate their narrative
of communism, anti-tsarist, anti-German, and class enemies. This recently
exhumed vast network of fake sites reveals the huge funding like USSR used to
channelize through GRU and KGB for international propaganda against the US.
From the last three decades or so, Bollywood has been used to push anti-Pakistan and anti-Muslim narrative similar
to the Hollywood of cold war times.
India is using media as the propaganda
machine and weapon of hybrid warfare
against Pakistan to create an image of a
common enemy, war hysteria, and solidifying and polarizing the cultural and
political ideologies. Such attempts of
indoctrination will have far-reaching repercussions on the once-pluralized Indian populace and will only lead to breeding hate and paranoia in their masses
for years to come.
We, as Pakistanis, should not forget that
the purpose of this Indian coxed psychological warfare is to build an anti-Pakistan and pro-Indian narrative. These
narratives are intended to disrupt the
social, economic and political development of Pakistan and we as citizens of
the country should be aware of the Indian propaganda. Through disseminating
maligned or hoax information, India is
sowing mistrust in its populace. Such
scandalous attempts can ephemerally
legitimize India’s belligerent actions
inside their country or in Kashmir and
may also facilitate the incumbent regime to gather support for their planned
military involvements, but in the longer
run, it will destroy the pluralistic social
fabric of India and scorn the public trust
in the government and media.
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Tourism’s direct
contribution to GDP is
expected to grow at an
average of 3.9% per
year over the next ten
years. It is also expected
that by 2027, Travel &
Tourism industry can
generate more than 380
million jobs globally,
which equates to 1 in 9
of all jobs in the world.

I

n contemporary global economy,
tourism is one of the most obvious and expanding sectors. Indeed
tourism plays a significant role in
boosting Economy of a country.
Therefore once this particular industry
or sector flourishes it certainly bring
optimistic economic outcomes especially when it comes to gross domestic
product (GDP) as well as employment
opportunities. In South Asian countries, the tourism industry works as an
engine of economic development and
GDP growth. According to the annual
report published by WTTC, the Travel
and Tourism sector has experienced
3.5% growth in 2019, outpacing the
global economy growth of 2.5% for the
ninth consecutive year. Consequently over the past five years, many jobs
were created by the sector. Unfortunately this sector has been badly impacted by Covid 19 pandemic. Still for
many reasons tourism industry will
keep impacting the Economies around
the globe, for that reason this industry
needs more attention from growth perspectives. Tourism’s direct contribution
to GDP is expected to grow at an average of 3.9% per year over the next ten
years. It is also expected that by 2027,
Travel & Tourism industry can generate more than 380 million jobs globally, which equates to 1 in 9 of all jobs in
the world. It is also expected that over
the next decade, tourism industry can
contribute around 23% of total worldwide net job creation. In the meantime,
total GDP from this industry is expected to account for 11.4% of global GDP.
The exports through global visitors are
also expected to account for 7.1% of
total global exports. In addition, Tour-
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ism industry is expected to increase
its share of global economic activity
across each of GDP, employment, exports and investment. This industry
can become a reason to impact other
sectors positively, including communications, financial and business services,
manufacturing and retail and distribution. There has always been an evident
need to promote the tourism industry
globally. From the magnificent mountain ranges and delightful meadows
in the north to eye-catching coastlines
and centuries-old archaeological sites
in the south, Pakistan has immense diversity for tourists around the globe.
No matters whether one wants to take
pleasure in trekking through treacherous terrains, rafting in fast-flowing
rivers, desert jeep safaris, exotic bird
watching, yak polo or just want camping under the canopy every aspect is
available in Pakistan. Tourism is indeed an indivisible blend of economic
and socio-cultural issues. It has a wonderful possibility and ability to earn
foreign exchange, job creation, rising
tax revenue and encouraging business
activities. Such activities include transportation, fruit production, agriculture,
hotel industry, amusement and other
related services. Tourism in Pakistan,
as we find it today, has been formed
among other things by its history, land,
economy and socio-cultural traditions.
Pakistan is one of the developing countries in the world. The country is blessed with the natural beauty with amalgamation of historical elements. This
is something that gets attraction of the
tourists around the world. In order to
promote tourism industry in Pakistan
The Pakistan Tourism Development
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Corporation was incorporated on March
30, 1970, as a Public Corporation Limited owned by the Government of Pakistan and governed by a board of directors. Therefore the formation of the
National Tourism Coordination Board,
PTDC was revamped in March 2019.
One of the prominent steps was to enable all the provinces to establish their
own tourism strategies according to the
budgets they have.
The prime vision of PTDC is to promote the tourism industry in Pakistan
through promotion of its geographical
assets, natural beauty, cultural heritage and archaeological sites. PTDC
is engaged in the development of the
tourism sector in Pakistan as a national
precedence. In order to achieve this particular purpose PTDC is creating sustainable environment that can further
enhance tourism horizons in the country. The tourism development corporation of Pakistan is making all efforts to
offer domestic and foreign tourists with
top-notch amenities. PTDC is also trying
to preserve and protect the cultural and
social norms of the country. The most
important element is the close partnership with the private sector in order to
endorse a tourist-friendly image of Pakistan. On the other hand PTDC also have
possession of several hotels, resorts and
motels at many tourist attractions in the
country. The utter aim is to provide lowcost lodging options for tourists. PTDC
also provide transportation for tourists
in few parts of the country. Pakistan
Tourism Development Corporation also
takes the responsibility of advertising
and marketing the tourist products of
Pakistan. They are producing worthy
publicity material as well as organising promotional activities in order to
enhance the tourism related avenues
within the country. The role of private
sector in tourism development can’t be
ignored. In order to engage the private
enterprises many initiatives have been
taken for collaboration and partnership
under the supervision of PTDC. Last
year Special Assistant to Prime Minister on Overseas Pakistanis and Human
Resource Development, Sayed Zulfikar
Abbas Bukhari had been appointed as
NTCB Chairman. The chairman is keenly
making positive changes in the organization along with introducing initiatives
that can further boost the tourism industry in the country. While having a
glimpse of the tourism industry of Pakistan we get to know that Pakistan in
1949, Pakistan became member of the
International Union of Tourism Organizations (IUOTO) now known as the
World Tourism Organization (WTO).
Surprisingly until 1955 the tourism
sector was attached with the Ministry
of Railways. Later the sector was attached to the Commerce Ministry. In
1960 while realizing the importance of
this particular sector a Tourism Bureau
was envisaged and further got attached
with the Ministry of Commerce as a Department. In 1964 this department was
moved to the Office of Chief Administrator Civil Aviation and Tourism. In 1968,
When the Aviation Division was shaped
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the Bureau remained as an attached Department of this Division. In 1970 this
Tourism Bureau was relegated to a Cell
but remained part of the Civil Aviation
Division. Though, most of the responsibilities and activities were assigned
to the lately created Pakistan Tourism
Development Corporation. It shows that
there was a thinking and sense of commitment regarding flourish tourism in
Pakistan but unfortunately there wasn’t
a road map to emulate. Tourism in Pakistan got importance for the first time
at the policy making level in 1972 when
Ministry of Minority and Religious AfSpecial Assistant to Prime Minister on
Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resource
Development and Chairman NTCB, Sayed
Zulfikar Abbas Bukhari is emphasizing on
promotion of tourism as a brand. It is his
services for the tourism industry in Pakistan that Pakistan is all set to host two major international tourism events in next two
years, Global Tourism Forum in 2021 and
tourism summit of D-8 countries in 2022.
Due to his efforts recently a five-star hotel
in Chitral has been constructed. This hotel
is an evident example of involvement of
private sector in this industry as this hotel
is being constructed by overseas Pakistani
who pledged to invest around Rs 5 billion
in tourism sector in Pakistan. Under his supervision nine working groups were shaped
to help the NTCB, with each group allocated
a precise thematic area for instance ‘Policy and Regulatory Reforms’, ‘Eco Tourism’,
‘Culture and Heritage Tourism’ and ‘Religious Tourism Working Group’. On his suggestions the current government chalked
out an inclusive plan for tourism sector’s
uplift in Gilgit Baltistan as it would guide a
new era of development and prosperity in
this area. For this initiative ten recreational areas have been identified for setting up
tourism zones in the GB. This initiative will
create employment opportunities for the
people of the area. He also intends to transform PTDC hotels in the area into state-ofthe-art facilities to improve domestic and
foreign tourism in the country by offering
better facilities to the tourists according to
the international standards. The government has also formulated a policy of ten
years to strengthen tourism in Pakistan. A
five years action plan has also been developed. 11 Integrated Tourism Zones are being set up in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and eight
Zones are being recognized in Punjab to endorse tourism activities. He truly believes
in promoting tourism as a national cause of
Pakistan. He exactly knows that tourism is
a lucrative sector and private sector should
come forward to invest in this industry. He
intends to further introduce short and long
term plans to encourage tourism and main
focus of these plans would be on inbound
tourists as promotion of inbound tourism.
The current government has removed NOC
requirements for foreigners, indeed a big
incentive for promoting tourism within the
country. He is also working in the plan to
further revamp PTDC in order to get more
positive outcomes. Under his supervision a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was
signed between UNDP Pakistan and Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation to
support eco-friendly and sustainable tourism leading to local economic development
and youth empowerment in Pakistan. Many
countries are interested to work with Pakistan in this particular industry and all this
happened amid initiatives which have been
taken to revamp the tourism industry in Pakistan.
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fairs and Tourism was formed. It was the
first time when there was some proper
authority for further engagement with
regards to tourism. Although in 1976,
this Ministry was disbanded and Tourism Division once again became part of
the Commerce Ministry. Later in 1977
the Ministry of Culture, Sports, Tourism and Archaeology was shaped. From
1977 to 1996 tourism department remained part of the same Ministry but
was given a variety of emphases in the
management and switched between divisions. While gazing the foregoing impression one can conclude that the way
in which tourism was shifted around
over the years, it had a comparatively
low precedence in the government. Regardless of the fact that a national tourism policy of Pakistan was initiated in
1990, the sector was still accorded less
importance or priority. The constant
shifting and attachments with various
ministries made it a less imperative
segment as more importance and emphasis was given to the other ministerial affairs that seemed to be more important. Eventually in March 2004 with
the divergence of the Ministry, Tourism
has been given a separate status and
consequently Ministry of Tourism was
created. It is the utter responsibility of
the Ministry of Tourism to formulate
Tourism policy. The responsibility also
includes expansion, marketing and support of both foreign and domestic tourism. The coordination and regulation of
federal and provincial governments as
well as private sector with regards to
tourism sector are also few of the functions belong to this Ministry. Still there
is need to have a paradigm shift in order
to achieve positive outcomes. Within the
overall set up the tourism wing of the
ministry in collaboration with its field
organizations are totally responsible for
the development of the tourism industry. Ministry of Tourism and Pakistan
tourism Development Corporation are
the entities working in a collaborative
way to further enhance the tourism sector in Pakistan. The menace of terrorism
has affected the development of many
sectors in the past. Soon after this menace recedes in Pakistan, tourism appears
to be an important industry. According
to the report published by Bloomberg
in 2016, more than thrice the number
of international tourists travelled to Pakistan as compared to 2013. The data
compiled by Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation also showed that
international tourists have increased
more than tripled since 2013 with almost 1.75 million in 2016. On the other
hand the numbers of domestic tourists
have also increased. WTTC forecasted
that Approximately 4.8 million people in Pakistan can be employed in the
tourism industry by 2027. Covid 19 has
impacted the tourism industry around
the world. But efforts are in progress to
save the future of this diversified sector.
The federal government in Pakistan is in
quest of introducing manifold initiatives
in a bid to invigorate the tourism industry as well as to project a positive image
of the country globally.
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The author is an Economist who has gained
a versatile array of experience, working
with different international development
organizations. Currently, he is working as a
Project Officer on Consolidating Democracy
in Pakistan Programme under COVID-19,
funded by the British High Commission.

Pakistani government has
been making strides by
expanding the tax base,
curbing smuggling, and
reducing losses of the
state-owned enterprises.
However, progress will not
be achieved overnight and
there is need to pursue a
clear roadmap, building
a political consensus on
that roadmap and its
implementation.
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Revisiting Kashmir Policy:
Recommendations and Way
Forward
Amna Malik

Author is the President, Center of
Pakistan and International Relations
(COPAIR) and Editor-in-Chief of ‘Mélange
int’l Magazine’ and ‘ The Asian Telegraph’

Indian repression on Muslims of
Occupied Kashmir clearly narrates the fact that the dispute is
not merely a territorial one but
it has taken a religious lateral at
this juncture.

Kashmir is predominately Muslim-majority state and the incumbent Hindutva
regime is trying to alter its demography
through coercive political (Article 370
and Article 35-A) and martial means
(AFSPA and heavily militarizing the
disputed region).COPAIR organized
a webinar on International Human
Rights Day to commemorate the sacrifices of citizens of Indian occupied Jammu and Kashmir in last 70 years and to
highlight the grave violations of human
rights by the Indian occupational forces in the region. The webinar hosteda
number of international scholars, journalists, human rights activists joined
the webinar to shed light on the subject, and President COPAIR, Amna Malik concluded the event by proposing
a thorough set of recommendations.
She was of view that for the resolution
of Kashmir conundrum and putting an
end to the transgression of basic human rights guaranteed to all humans
under the UN declaration of Human
Rights, there is a need to revisit our
national policy, engage all stakeholders for their input and adopt a sustainable approach. Indian repression on
Muslims of Occupied Kashmir clearly
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narrates the fact that the dispute is not
merely a territorial one but it has taken a religious lateral at this juncture. In
order to put this to halt and resolve the
prolonged humanitarian crisis, following recommendations were laid forth:

Upholding the Global
Commitment of “Responsibility to Protect”

Responsibility to Protect doctrine is a
global principle and commitmentendorsed by all members of the UN in the
UN World Summit in 2005.This norm
ensures that the international community will never fail again to prevent the
crimes of genocide, war crimes, ethnic
cleansing, and crimes against humanity.
It confers a responsibility of international community to prevent the mass
atrocities while the case of Kashmiris
the biggest question on the efficacy of
this doctrine because of the preferential
standing of the global community on
the Indian occupied region. Kashmiris
are forceful subjects in an occupied
territory rather than rightful citizens
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andthe doctrine of R2P becomes even
more important and relevant because
of the grave human rights violations and
war crimes carried out consistently and
systematically by Indian forces. Theircitizenship is subject to contestation because under the International Law, India
does not hold a legal title to Jammu and
Kashmir.The R2P doctrine is neglected
by India when the belligerent state attempted to revokethe special status of
Kashmir unilaterally, whichis a violation
of the terms of a bilateral agreement
with Pakistan. Secondly, it is against the
will of Kashmiri people as their consent
was not taken and their political leadership was put under house arrest while
enforcing this decision. Lastly, Indian
authorities are suppressing the indigenous people through use of excessive
force and compromising the norms of
humanity mentioned in the UNDHR.
This is the reason that R2P doctrine demands international attention and rapid
response in case of Kashmir. Given the
current circumstances, the global community and stakeholders must engage
in compliance to the R2P doctrine to
address the concerns of humanitarian
crisis in the disputed region.

Patronage of International and Diplomatic
Community

People of Indian occupied Kashmir are deprived of their fundamental rights guaranteed
by the UN Declaration of human rights 1948.
For the peaceful resolution of Kashmir issue
and the humanitarian crisis the Government
of Pakistan should pursue uncompromisingdiplomacy and advocacy and for this the government should revisit its previous diplomatic
initiatives on the subject. It was recommended in the conference that government should
devise a mechanism to move forward on the
issue through employing its diplomatic muscle for the solution of Kashmir. A revamped
or revised diplomatic policy and lobbying
can prove to be effective and on the lines, that
international law is not uniformly applied to
the case of Kashmir. Involvement of UN is
imperative because abrogation of domestic
legal framework does not change the internationally recognized legal position of the
Kashmir issue. While highlighting the role
of supranational organizations, the constructive role of OIC was also highlightedwhich
helped in addressing the gross humanitarian
crisis carried out by the Indian armed forces and fact-finding missions of OIC is a leap
in this regard. Engagement of all diplomatic
actors and multilateral approaches including
the UN, the Commonwealth and regional organizations is essential for the resolution of
Kashmir.

Lawfare over Warfare

The UNSC resolution of 1948 accredited the
state of Kashmir as a disputed territory and
repeated that the eternal status of the state
would be determined by a neutral plebiscite;
however, the event of August 5th, 2019 to subsume the territory has converted this occupation into an unlawful annexation. The UNSC
resolution of 1951 concerning the demili-
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tarization of Kashmir asked both parties to reduce the number of troops, whichwas abided
by Pakistan but India rejected it without any
reason. The UN also announced the territory
under the control of India and Pakistan as the
ceasefire line following the Simla Agreement
(the Agreement) of 1972. The Agreement prohibits unilateral action to alter the status of the
state whereas India neglected the agreement
and unilaterally altered the status of disputed
region. With this milieu, Pakistan can pursue Kashmir’s case before the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC), the UN Human
Rights Council (UNHRC), the International
Court of Justice (ICJ) and the International
Criminal Court (ICC)with a strong law fare
suit to hold Indian political and military administration responsible for violations of international law and human rights.

Mobilizing Pakistani
Diaspora

Pakistan have a large diaspora in foreign
countries, especially those countries having a say in the multilateral forumand by
leveraging the Pakistani diaspora, developing new coalitions among various diaspora organizations, Pakistan can put the
Kashmir crisis in international spotlight
and gather global support for its solution.
All we need is to develop effective communication channels with international
community, including international media,
prominent think tanks and important politicians, focusing on internationalizing the
Kashmir issue and prevalent humanitarian
crisis in the region. Diaspora could play an
important role in raising awareness about
the Jammu and Kashmir dispute at the international level and projecting a unified
stance with legal and historical accuracy.

Channeling the Civil
Society for Gaining
Traction

Other minorities should also be taken
on board for putting a counter weight on
India since they are also subject to oppression within India. A collective effort,
combining all suppressed minorities of
India, can further the agenda of freedom
and rights of Indian minorities and it will
ultimately add to the Kashmir cause and
its solution. Along this, there is an urgent
need to engage civil society and political
parties - apart from the Hindu chauvinist
ones - to take up the cause of minorities
and highlight human rights violations in
Indian occupied Kashmir. Involvement of
civil society can create a pressure on the
incumbent regime for putting an end to
the humanitarian crisis. Foreign human
rights organizations, especially those already working on the said matter,should
be taken on board.

Unravelling the Kashmir
Knot by Media and
Academia

Academia is the backbone of policymaking,
politics and discourses. By engaging international scholars, academia and researchers, we
can collectively work to highlight the human
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rights violations in IIOJK and demand an
urgent resolution of this crisis. Independent
media organization are also detrimental for
raising voice of Kashmiris through writings,
public speaking, and creating a narrative
against Indian radicalization and suppression
on Kashmiris which can alter the public opinion being persuaded by the nationalist and
culturally intolerant regime of India.

Mapping of Track-II
Diplomacy and Bifurcation of Kashmir

Pakistan should also focus on the Track-II
diplomacy for the resolution of Kashmir’s
humanitarian crisis. The intermediary role
of international and regional organizations
is equally critical in this regardand involvement of non-governmental and informal
contactscan be considered a tool of statecraft. Since Pakistan and India, both are
member states of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO), SAARC and other
multilateral forums, the issue of Kashmir
can be discussed on the sidelines of annual
meetings. Similar to this, agenda could be
taken up to the forums like Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs for
the initiation of peace process. This will
lead to the confidence building, inclusion
of third party arbitration and persuade India to halt its excessive use of force. Various
stakeholders like South Asian Media Net
(SAMN), Free Media Foundation (FMF),
and South Asian Parliament (SAFMA) can
also pave path for the confidence building
between both parties.

Kashmir Demands a
Long-lasting and
Sustainable Resolution

Kashmir conflict needs a sustainable resolution. The international community is
responsible for sustaining the world peace
and resolving conflicts between the states,
thus, succumbs to influence the India for a
peaceful resolution of Kashmir conflict and
the underlying rationale should be the development of people of Kashmir and guarantee of this basic social, economic and political rights.

Digital Media and
Digital Activismas a
Game Changer

Currently, the people of Kashmir are living
under the digital darkness but the use of
digital platforms by Pakistan and its allies
to highlight the atrocities of Indian forces in IIOJK can prove effective. This is the
digital age and in order to influence more
people in less time many digital platforms
particularly the use of social media can
play a significant role. The prolonged
crisis of Kashmir, systematic violence
and repression of India on them to evade
their basic rights and shadow their sacrifices should be propagated through these
digital platforms. This will lead to global
public awareness about the plight of Kashmiris and add to their demand of basic
right of self-determination.
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Russian Ministry of Defence
announced in the AMAN-2021,
the Russian fleet would be joined
by the navies of 30 other countries, including NATO members
for anti-piracy naval drills led by
Pakistan.

Maritime Power in
Making

T

he dawn of 21st century
began with the discourse
that this century will be
an Asian century and beyond the phenomenon of
globalization, its maturity
and spillover effect on the Asian region, which is becoming the key driver and engine of the contemporary
globalization, the thesis is embedded
on the seafaring and expansive role
of maritime security, trade and diplomacy. The regional power politics
and involvement of dominant powers
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in the regional the Asian maritime
zones also hint towards the great
game going on in the blue water of
the region. Few relate it with the sea
dominance theory of Mahan’s String
of Pearls and contest between China and India, while others call it an
attempt towards the regional dominance through high-handedness over
Eurasian landmass backed by the
Brzezinski’s hypothesis. Either way,
Pakistan, owing to its geostrategic location, acts as the most strategic and
a zipper state in the contest.
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Pakistan, being a developing economy of Asia having extensive diplomatic ties with regional and extra-regional powers plays a pivotal
role in the Asian led globalization
and regionalism, due to its geostrategic location and contiguity to the
Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean.
The Port Qasim and deep-sea port of
Gwadar along with Chinese-led mega
developmental schemes of regional
connectivity renders the country as
one of its kind transit corridor for
the neighbouring economies like the
Middle East and North Africa, South
Asia, Central Asian Republics and
Russia etc. Pakistan was unable to
exploit the potential of its maritime
borders and resources in past due
to numerous domestic and foreign
pressures, which hampered the maritime development in the country.
However, as the prevalent regional
power politics dynamics demand,
now the country and its armed forces are developing new warfare assets and maritime doctrines to operate in the international waters
and securing its national interests.
With the expansive activities in the
seafaring, defining “Maritime,” its
strategy, security and diplomacy are
becoming an arduous task. However,

the term maritime denotes elements
like a system of ports and coasts, blue
economy and oceanic resources, naval forces and coastal guards etc. and
its strategy encompasses the organization and management of all the
assets and resources related to the
domain. With the advent of 21st century, the oceanic terrain has achieved
paramount importance in terms of
national and international security
due to increase in transcontinental
trade, the rise of non-state actor’s
involvement in seafaring, and global
ICT connectivity through internet cables across oceanic beds. Hence, the
terrain is becoming bee in the bonnet of the national and international
actors due to its far-fetching role in
the security and its interlinkage with
peace and conflict across the globe.
Today, our world is an interconnected global village and it is due
to the globalization process and
huge growth in trade and cultural exchanges. The rise of trade globalization and increased maritime
trade activities commensurate to
the increase of maritime interests
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and stress, such as piracy, maritime
terrorism, complex nature and international scope of maritime security
issues. To ensure the safety of ports
and costal area for an uninterrupted trade and commercial activities
at seas, nation-states have revisited their maritime security strategies and Pakistan is one of them.
Pakistan’s coastline is approx.
990km long bifurcated into Sindh
Coast (270km) and Makran Coast
(720km). According to the recent
claims under the UN Conference on
Law of Seas, the country possesses
the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
of 50,000 sq. km., and continental
shelf extending to 350 nautical miles.
Recently, in lieu of maritime development of Pakistan, the country’s
navy has laid forth its maritime doctrine titled, “Preserving the Freedom
of Seas” in 2019. The emergence of
the naval doctrine of Pakistan coincides with the mega-developmental
scheme of Gwadar Port and the development of China-led transit corridor in Pakistan which will connect
the country to neighbouring economies beyond South Asia region, like
Middle East, Africa and Central Asian
Republics. The development of naval
doctrine is also in line with the expansive naval diplomacy and multinational naval drills initiated by Paki-

stan in 2007, calling it AMAN (Peace)
to promote regional cooperation and
stability, greater interoperability and
to display united resolve against terrorism and crimes in the maritime
domain. The recent naval exercise,
AMAN-19 is the seventh exercise
involved 46 countries as well as international warships and observers.
This shows the country’s resolve for
maritime security and diplomacy and
indeed its naval modernization campaign is in line with the development
of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) and its security. As said by
Pakistan’s Chief of Naval Staff, Vice
Adm. Amjad Khan Niazi “its dependence on seaborne trade, its need to
protect the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor project, and its straddling
sea lanes from the Arabian Gulf.”
Pakistan’s emergence as the regional
maritime power is evident from the
success of AMAN naval drills and involvement of regional and extra-regional naval powers in the collation.
According to the announ The Ivory
Tower of Maritime Security cements
of Russian Ministry of Defence, the
Russian fleet will be joined by the navies of 30 other countries, including
NATO members, in the Aman-2021 anti-piracy naval drills led by Pakistan.

In order to understand the regional

The Ivory Tower of Maritime Security

The globalization phenomenon, especially the transcontinental trade and security played a
decisive role in getting the attention of the world towards the subject of maritime security. International security studies have categorized the maritime security and diplomacy as a
new subdivision, where the level of analysis is its global and national importance. The subject
analyses the offshore-based threats and their impact on the on-shore environment. Maritime
security is the naval strategy regarding the protection of national maritime borders and sensitive maritime trade points. In the contemporary debate of the subject, emergence of various
issues related to the maritime domain such as national border security, naval buildup, trade
and commerce, oceanic choke points, and blue economy etc. are researched. The study and
researches of maritime security are multi-disciplinary, comprising of political science, international relations, law, sociology, industry, and military affairs. The study has taken a leap in
the realm of international affairs by the meticulous work of Christian Bueger and Timothy
Edmunds in 2017 titled, “Beyond Seablindness: A new agenda for maritime security studies”.
The scholars of the field emphasized that there is a need to study the maritime environment
as part of the interlinked security complex. The realist envisions the subject of seas as the
struggle of power, whereas for liberal scholars ponder on the subject as the domain of cooperation and security at sea as the basis for the international regimes governing activities at
sea. There are three converging frameworks for the research in maritime security namely;
Matrix Framework encompassing the maritime safety, sea power and blue economy, Securitization Framework examining the interrelationship between maritime threats and divergent
political interests, and Security Practice Theory examines the true intentions and actions of
actors involved in the maritime security arena. Range of military and non-military threats
to international order at sea was studied in the 1998 report of the Independent World Commission on the Oceans (IWCO). The subject has been taken in consideration by the national
and international alliances for the containment of military and non-military threats, such as
NATO’s Alliance Maritime Strategy 2011, UK and EU National Maritime Security 2014, and G7
Declaration on Maritime Security 2015. The underlying factors for the organization and management of maritime security in the domain are joint knowledge production and adequate
coordination to tackle the sea.
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security dynamic with the lens of maritime security, the Indian factor is also
crucial. Pakistan and India are longstanding nuclear-armed rivals and
with the inclination of the US towards
India (as a counterweight against
China) have significant concerns for
Pakistan. According to the maritime
strategists, Pakistan’s move to leave
the US-led Combined Maritime Force,
developing it’s Naval Doctrine ‘MDP’
and initiation of a multinational naval collation for the protection of seas
and promotion of regional peace and
stability, is in line with the previously mentioned US tilt towards India.
From the last decade, Indian naval
forces are modernizing their capabilities and acquiring advance technologies from their newfound partners for
their increased presence in the Indian
Ocean. It is also said to be the move
by the US to render India as the custodian of IOR and recent alignments
like the QUAD (Japan, Australia, India and the US) is in line with this
strategy. The geopolitical alignment
of India with global naval powers,
development of Arihant class submarine, and the groundbreaking agreement of Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA) with
the US are clearly shifting the balance of power in favour of India by
increasing its foothold in the Indian
Ocean and specifically on the strategic choke points of the Asia-Pacific.
At this juncture, China - the all-weather partner of Pakistan - is assisting
Pakistan to be combat-ready force by
modernizing its navy for the security
of transit corridors and stabilizing
the region imbalance of power stimulated by India. According to Pakistan
Navy’s Directorate General of public
relations, “the induction of Chinese
high-tech frigate (Type-54 A/P), fitted with the latest surface, subsurface, anti-air weapons, combat management system and sensors is a new
chapter in defence relations of both

countries which will significantly
contribute in maintaining peace and
security”. Both countries, Pakistan
and China, are also working on the
up-gradation of Pakistan’s submarine
force where the Pakistan Navy will induct eight Hangor Class submarines
in coming years adding significantly
to Pakistan’s naval power. Similarly,
Pakistan Navy’s is collaborating with
Turkey for the upgradation of AGOSTA-70s and AGOSTA-90B class submarines. The realization of Pakistan’s
naval modernization campaign will
distinguish the country as a balancer
against ferocious Indian plans of sea
dominance and an instrument of regional stability and guardian of seas.
In this ongoing regional realpolitik
and global economic power play, Pakistan must play its cards shrewdly
and it is evident from the maritime
developments, naval modernization
campaigns, and maritime diplomacy
of the country that we are synergizing and manoeuvring subtly. However, to be a winner in the most politicized maritime zone of the world,
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and exploit the economic potential of
our coastal regions, each institution
will have to play their role to make
the country a leading maritime power
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Revival of Pakistan’s East Asia Policy– A
pathway to Economic Diversification

Faraz Naqvi

The author is an MPhil scholar of
International Relations based in Islamabad,
Pakistan. His areas of interests are Middle
East, South Asia, Foreign Policy and Terrorism.

With the fast-paced development of CPEC, the conditions are ripe for Pakistan to
prioritize Southeast Asia in
its foreign policy.

P

akistan has been reviving its economic policy to
strengthen its commercial
ties with the variety of the
states. The growing commercial ties with the Gulf
States, as evident by the visits of Saudi Arabian Crown Prince, Muhammad bin Salman, and Qatari Emir,
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani,
in 2019 along with the thriving collaboration on CPEC with China, has
reflected the economic diplomacy
of Pakistan. To diversify the national economy, Pakistan has developed
its “East Asia Policy”, originally endorsed in 2003, which aims at having
the growing economic partnership
in terms of trade and investments
with the ASEAN states. Pakistan has
already achieved the Sectoral Dialogue Partner (SDP) status with ASEAN and already holds the Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) with Malaysia and
Mutual Recognition Agreement with
Indonesia. With Malaysia, Pakistan’s
trade stands at around $2 Billion
while Indonesia has removed 30 per
cent of its import duties on 20 of Pakistan’s exports in 2019.
The combined GDP of ASEAN states is
around $3 trillion and possessesa huge
potential for Pakistan. Pakistan can
utilize the advantage through multiple
channels that also includes the proactive outreach to the Pakistani diaspora
residing there, which can undertake
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the lobbying. Since Pakistani labour
is in demand in the Gulf States, the
trend can also be initiated eastwards.
Pakistan has already signed the Memorandum of Cooperation with Japan in
2019 for “Specified Skilled Workers”
which expands the work opportunities for Pakistanis in Japan. Since Pakistan is struggling economically and its
exports to the ASEAN and Southeast
Asian states have decreased systematically, exporting its human resource to
such states might help in compensating and would allow the policymakers
of those states to ponder upon initiating the comprehensive economic partnership with Pakistan.
As of 2020, the exports of Pakistan to
ASEAN states stands at $0.993 Billion
while imports are $6.18 Billion, which
reflects the huge trade deficit unfavourable to Pakistan. Although Pakistan enjoys cordial and uninterrupted
relations with the ASEAN states, yet
Pakistan could not achieve the status
of Full Dialogue Partner (FDP) status
with ASEAN, which is compelling in
pitching up more business opportunities. The prime barrier for Pakistan’s
access to FDP status is Singapore,
which blocked Pakistan’s admittance
in 2018 owing to Indian pressure – the
latter has been successful in achieving
the same status in 2014. Apart from
this, Pakistan’s East Asia Policy has
always been neglected due to other
priorities like the War on Terror. Due
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to the security-centric approach, the
economic perspective has always been
side-lined. Resultantly, Pakistan’s relation with the ASEAN could not reach
the level of full-blown engagement and
has always remained below the potential.
In recent times, however, there has
been a renewed desire to revive Pakistan’s foreign policy after the gradual
emergence of domestic political stability within the country, coupled with
the success of the fight against terrorism. Pakistan’s economic liberation
has also helped Islamabad to develop a
more flexible and effective foreign policy to attract investment to the country.
ASEAN states are the vital platforms to
test foreign policy in terms of economic ties. The conditions are ripe for Pakistan to prioritize Southeast Asia in its
foreign policy and, in line with this, to
correct the neglect in Pakistan-Southeast Asia relations. Doing so should
breathe new life into Pakistan’s “Vision
East Asia” policy. Since Pakistan has always looked towards the Middle East
and Afghanistan, both of which have
suffered chaos and instability, and towards West for the economic aid – the
relations with which are not warm as
for now – venturing towards East provides Pakistan with an alternative and
vibrant option.
Moreover, Pakistan also presents itself as a reliable partner for ASEAN
and Southeast Asian states to combat
terrorism. Pakistan preserves the vast
experience in fighting the terrorism
within its territory and is hailed as the
success story among the international community. Pakistan can assist the
ASEAN states in overcoming the insurgencies, smuggling and human trafficking. The ASEAN states also face the
threat of Islamic militancy and hence,
Pakistan could provide significant assistance in counter-insurgency operations. Moreover, the supply of military
hardware and training the troops are
some features, which make Pakistan
an important state for the ASEAN and
Southeast Asian countries. Malaysia,
in this regards, has already shown interest in the purchase of JF-17 thunder
fighter jet, which is the joint project
of Pakistan and China. In more commercial terms, Pakistan is a consumer
economy and has a huge market base,
which could enable the businesses to
invest inside Pakistan.
CPEC has proved to be the cornerstone for Pakistan’s economy. However, CPEC is the part of China’s Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI), which connects
the markets of Southeast Asia to across
Europe. Pakistan can leverage CPEC
for increasing its collaboration with
Southeast Asian states. Apart from the
ASEAN and Southeast Asian region
as a whole, Pakistan should focus on
strengthening bilateral relations. The
maritime route of Southeast Asia has
the immense potential to transform
into the global trade hub and bilateral relations of Pakistan with these
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states would help Pakistan in tapping
such opportunity. Through this route,
Pakistan is expected to advance its
relations with the Small Island Developing States (SIDS) and to the oceanic
countries like Australia and New Zealand. The SIDS would prove helpful for
Pakistan in expanding its vote bank in
the UN while Australian and New Zealander investments can proliferate the
industrial potential of Pakistan.
The bilateral relationships with Japan
and South Korea are imperative. The
collaboration in the automobile sector with Japan is vital. Pakistan’s automobile sector is facing the challenges
mainly due to the rising prices of vehicles and the absence of security measures installed in the vehicles. Japan
being one of the largest producers of
cars is an attractive option with which
cooperation can be extended. The major step in this regard has already been
taken by launching the Japan-Pakistan
Business Cooperation Committee (JPBCC) in 2019. Under this forum, the
invitation to Japanese investors inside the free economic zones of CPEC
has already been sent out. Apart from
automobiles, the cooperation in artificial intelligence and electronics is also
not only feasible but required as well.
South Korea is yet another nation in
East Asia with which Pakistan can acquire benefits. South Korean Economic
Development Cooperation had designated Pakistan as the “priority partner” in 2018. This has enabled both
the states to collaborate in the areas
of climate change, education, culture
and trade. South Korea is also the pivot of global technologies especially in
the areas of telecommunication. Apart
from the aforementioned factors, both
Japan and South Korea are attractive
destinations for Pakistani students. In
both these states, the expensive tests
like IELTS and SAT are not required
in most of the universities while the
monthly stipend exceeds many times
than that of European universities.
Hence, Pakistan needs to actively engage with both these Asian Tigers to
enter into an advantageous relationship.
Pakistan’s relations with East Asian
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and Southeast Asian states are not
new. The cooperation dates back to
the establishment of SEATO when Pakistan and Southeast Asian states were
the part of US-led block in the Cold
War. Today, Pakistan’s relations with
these countries are dominated by its
Islamic identity, which is why the cooperation with Malaysia and Indonesia
is vibrant while with other countries
like Singapore, Thailand, and South
Korea, Pakistan’s policy has yet to take
the giant leap in diplomacy. ASEAN is
a significant organization having its
influence in major world’s institutions
like UN. It carries the weight in major
decision-making, especially the global
economic policies. Pakistan needs to
utilize this forum to put up its case regarding regional policies, counter-terrorism operations and most important
one – the Kashmir issue. Other major
powers like China and India are already working on a variety of projects
with the ASEAN nations. China, despite
its differences with the ASEAN, is now
in a constructive partnership. Similarly, the Indian ties with Japan and South
Korea are strengthened which helped
the former in developing itself as the
IT hub of the globe. Pakistan also requires to expand its options and start
the dialogue process to institutionalize
its relationship with the ASEAN and
Southeast Asian states. In the quest
of becoming a dominant regional and
global power and an attraction for the
trade and investment for the regional
economies, Pakistan needs to channelize every possible resource for the revival of its economy and to amplify and
project its soft power.
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try, he have shared several such stories
on social media. This is yet another area,
where the UK government is committed
to the vision of helping to develop a hunger free Pakistan.
His Excellency has been making efforts
to further strengthen bilateral relations
between the two friendly countries and
to propel the volume of bilateral trade to
boost inclusive and export-led economic
growth in Pakistan. While mentioning his
efforts for increasing trade ties between
both longstanding partner countries
he said that he looks forward “to promote inclusive and export-led economic
growth through collaborative joint ventures in the areas of healthcare, clean
energy, combating climate change, education and tourism sectors in Pakistan.”
The bio of HE Christian Turner official
twitter handle states that he is a believer
of digital diplomacy, which is a relatively
new tactic of diplomacy to connect with
the masses of the country. Throughout
the period of COVID-19 pandemic he has
been actively tweeting about the flights
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and visa facilities, and he says that HE often post pictures of his travel in the country, like snaps from his visit to Taxila, Lahore, Gilgit Baltistan etc. showing his love
for the country and its diverse landscape.
He said, “In my first visit to the North of
Pakistan I was blown away by its natural
beauty, but the potential for sustainable
tourism and its communities are at risk
from climate change.”
HE also seems a fan of cricket as he has
posted several pictures of him in the
cricket ground and himself batting. Recently, HE also helped in negotiations for
the England cricket team to tour Pakistan, which will the first visit of England’s
cricket team to the country after 6 years.
On this occasion, HE Dr Turner said,
“perceptions of Pakistan need to catch up
with the reality”.
In a statement regarding the Pakistani
diaspora in UK, which is the largest
Pakistani community in Europe, HE Dr
Turner said that, “1.6 million strong
Pakistani diaspora in the UK was at the
heart of Pak-UK ties”

WORLD LEADER

The Dynamic Amir of the State of Qatar

Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani

Q

atar is a diversified country
in the Middle East. The history of Qatar, in many ways,
is the history of the Bedouin,
who lived a semi-nomadic
life in the desert. There are few pieces
of evidence and according to them, Qatar played a significant role in the early
spread of Islam. Even the Portuguese
only left forts in most of the countries
in the Gulf. In the 16th century, the
Turks assisted drive out the Portuguese.
Therefore Qatar remained under the
nominal rule of the Ottoman Empire
otherwise the realistic governance belonged to the local sheikhs for more than
four centuries. The historical perspectives of Qatar changed in the mid-18th
century with the influx of the alluring Al
Thani family, which are still in the power. Being part of the ancient Tamim tribe
of central Arabia, Al Thani were initially
nomadic Bedouin, but the region’s thin
vegetation compelled them to settle in
the peninsula’s coastal areas around
Zubarah. In the mid-19th century the
first Al Thani emir, Sheikh Mohammed
Bin Thani, established his capital at Al
Bida, thus laid foundations of modern
Doha. In 1867 Sheikh Mohammed reinforced signed a treaty with the British to
strengthen his position against other local tribes. In 1872, the second Al Thani
emir, Jasim, permitted the Turks to construct a garrison in Doha (Doha Fort),
but later Turks were expelled under the
third Al Thani emir, Sheikh Abdullah. It

happened when Turkey entered WWI
on the opposite side to Britain. Subsequently, the British assured Qatar’s
safety in exchange for a guarantee that
the ruler would not be in any contract
or agreement with other foreign powers
without British consent. For this purpose an agreement was signed which
remained active until the sovereignty
was announced in 1971.
The former Amir of the State of Qatar, Sheikh Hamad Bin Khalifa Al Thani
was an iconic leader. He was indeed the
planner of the contemporary revival of
Qatar. During his regime, the country
witnessed enormous economic, social
and cultural progress. Further, the State
of Qatar extended its status among the
Arab and international community.
The GDP augmented by more than 24
folds, and per capita GDP by about sixfolds, while gross value added in the
hydrocarbon sector jumped from 11
billion 403 billion Qatari Riyals. On 25
June 2013, His Highness Sheikh Hamad
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handed over the powers of leadership
to his successor Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad. On 25th June 2013, His Highness
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani assumed his duties as Amir of the State
of Qatar. HH Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad
Al Thani was born on June 3rd, 1980
in Doha, Qatar. He attained his primary
and secondary school education from
Doha. Later he joined Sherborne School
in the United Kingdom from where he
graduated in 1997. Later to pursue his
higher education, he attended the Royal Military Academy of Sandhurst from
where he graduated in 1998. After
graduating from Sandhurst, he joined
Qatar’s Armed Forces, combining both
military academic study and practice
and on the field experience. On August
5, 2003, Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad was
chosen Heir Apparent and Deputy Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces.
During his term, he chaired several bodies and supreme councils in different
fields. These included the Supreme Education Council, the Supreme Council of
Health, Supreme Council for Information and Communication Technology,
Board of Directors of Qatar Investment
Authority, the Supreme Council for the
Environment and Natural Reserves,
Board of Trustees of Qatar University,
Qatar Leadership Center and Supreme
Committee for Development Planning.
He is the head of all these bodies contributed remarkably and constructively
to accomplish the Qatar National Vi-
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sion 2030. He shaped the vision when
he chaired the Supreme Committee for
planning the vision of the country. The
vision later launched in 2008. The implementation process is still being monitored by the current Amir of Qatar. In
order to revive the history of Qatar and
encouraging involvement of the future
generations into it, HH the Amir oversaw the launch of Qatar National Day.
This step was taken to remember the
eternal values of its founding ancestors.
Youth empowerment is also one of his
top priorities. He also contributed to the
launch of the National Sports Day. There
are numerous health-related initiatives
taken by HH Sheikh Tamim Bin Hamad.
As far as the political and diplomatic
affairs are concerned, the current Amir
played a constructive and positive role
to bridge gapes among several disputing political parties. All this happened
through political dialogues. After assuming his charge in 2013, His Highness
became the Head of State and Supreme
Commander of the Armed Forces, in
addition to his chairmanship of the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy, the Supreme Council for Economic
Affairs and Investment, and the National
Security Council. It was his services and
audacity that the state of Qatar got hold
of high ranks in the international and

regional indicators. For instance, Qatar
ranked the first in capital flows, gross
domestic product per capita, political
and legislative areas as well as the low
unemployment rate.
On the regional horizons, Qatar has
ranked the first in the global peace index, humanitarian affairs, the Higher
education Quality report, and human
development index. All these achievements have been attained under the
leadership of the His Highness Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani. While
talking about the development goals of
Qatar, Qatar National Vision 2030 seems
to be an evident phenomenon. This main
purpose of this vision is to focus on the
progress of the country as well as its citizen. The building of institutions is also
one of the major tasks assigned under
this vision which is based on the rational management of resources, serving
the public interest, and keenness on the
welfare of the citizen, professional standards and benchmarks of output and
competence. Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad
Al Thani’s future vision for the state is
based on the comprehensive development plan. He believes in an integrated
and balanced development which is indeed a key to establish a modern state
as per needs of the contemporary world.
It is also imperative to get the capability to achieve the stature which a country wants to owe. He exactly knows the
people of Qatar want a decent standard
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of living, without abandoning the genuine Qatari Arab individuality as well as
the utter tolerant Islamic faith. Under
the leadership of Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani’ Qatar has managed its
universal competitiveness and its comparatively high indicators in the field of
human development. According to the
Human Development Report for 2013
by the UN Development Programme,
Qatar has also achieved the uppermost
human development ranking among
the Arab Gulf countries. This shows that
how he rightly identified the strengths
as well as the weakness to overcome
and move forward in order to continue
with the ongoing development. Amir of
Qatar is particularly focusing on the private sector which is an evident partner
in development. It is also imperative to
diversify income sources or increasing
the state’s productive base. To encourage this sector, it is essential to remove
obstacles and provide sufficient inducements. This is how Qatar is trying to
have a successful collaboration with the
private sector. The business community
and the Chamber of Commerce in the
country are cooperating with the government and are providing all essential
suggestions and solutions to facilitate
the private sector. Under the patronage
of the Emir of Qatar, Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad Al Thani, UNODC’s Global Judicial Integrity Network launched many
initiatives in 2020. In 2017 economic
recovery in most countries including
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developed countries like the US, the
eurozone, and Japan started recovering. Though, this recovery did not include the Middle East, North Africa, or
the GCC countries as well as the state of
Qatar. Yet the Economic growth in Qatar
was the least affected. In the same year,
a drop in Qatar’s hydrocarbon production was coupled with approximately
4% growth in GDP from other sources.
It depicted how Economic diversification plays a role in overall growth and
settlements. Qatar has rightly and successfully encountered the impacts of the
blockade to a huge degree. Therefore
economic institutions and financial markets share remained optimism. There is
another very important enhancement
in lessening the oil dependence in the
country. Qatar National Vision’s aim to
accomplish economic diversification by
reducing dependence on oil and gas is a
very significant segment. Reducing the
oil or gas dependency is a new thought
among the Gulf States which provides
an opportunity to explore other avenues
for constant and stable growth. In 2018
Qatar has achieved success at many
fronts. The success included various local and foreign sectors. No doubt Qatar
is one of the fastest-growing economies
in the world. Qatar is the world’s leading liquefied natural gas producer and
has turn out to be the main force in foreign investment. The achievements also
included other spheres of politics, culture, society and legislation. The Amir
of Qatar is also a trusted name when it
comes to humanitarian support. As per
the directions of the Amir, Qatar has initiated many financial and material support projects and initiatives, including
food, fuel, medicine, relief supplies for
the people belongs to different areas
of disasters in Syria, Palestine, Yemen,
Iraq, Sudan, Libya, Somalia, Afghanistan,
Kosovo followed by the tsunami in the
Indonesian island of Sulawesi. Qatar
has also provided relief to the Rohingya refugees coming from Myanmar to
border areas of Bangladesh. His Highness Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani
has received many medals and awards
in acknowledgement of his charity in
the humanitarian fields as well as for
becoming a bridge between Qatar and
other countries of the world to establish
friendly ties.

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

The Condition of Religious Minorities
in Contemporary Societies:

Religious Intolerance in Indian
Occupied Jammu and Kashmir

T

he debate on the conditions
of religious minorities in
contemporary societies is
more interesting due to the
consideration of the 72nd
anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights but
unfortunately,it is still not adequately
exercisedby many signatory states. The
striking example of the fact is ongoing
religious intolerance by India towards
the detrimental Islamic communities
of Kashmir. UN declaration entailedto
Dr. Fabio Balsamo
respect human rights and fundamental
Author is holds a PhD in Ecclesiastical Law
freedoms but did not go beyond that
at the Federico II University of Naples, Italy.
and theuniversaldeclarationmainly foHe is also a Research Fellow at the University cused on individual level. In this sense,
of Calabria, and author of the monograph “Le the UN declaration only shapes the same
approach of other western declaration
normative canoniche antimafia.” He has several
on human rights, and in particular, the
other publications on the subject of religious
Declaration of the Rights of Man and
of the Citizen propagated in France in
1789 and 1793, and the American Dec: The persecution suffered by the laration of Independence on 1776. In all
these historical antecedents - founded
Kashmiri, both in the form of
government restriction of funda- on different occasions and antithetito tyranny- the existence of human
mental freedoms and violent ep- cal
rights wereguaranteed within a specific
isodes of deprivation of personal state model. Similarly, the Declaration
freedom certainly aggravate the was proclaimed to reaffirm the inalienability of the rights of every individual
situation.
in the face of the barbarism and orders
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of the Second World War. This purpose
deprived the Declaration of its juridical
immediacy, giving it a character of moral commitment, which could at most inspire national legislation without being
assisted by any judicial effectiveness.
Consequently, the declaration based on
the centrality of the relationship between the individual and the state of
origin. Although it seems evident today,
that on the contrary, human rights are
prior to the state legal systems.
As underlined about the rights to Religious Freedom by the best Italian ecclesiastical Doctrine; according to which
the juridical organization of society is
certainly subsequent to this rising other religious problems, and that the religious aspects at least in the human dimension are certainly prior to politics.
It is understandable that the acceptance
of such an approach is reflected in the
fact that the United Nations declaration
does not pay attention to the issue of minorities and to the affirmation of some
rights, including the right to the self-determination of people. In addition, the
convention for the protection of Human
Rights and fundamental freedoms adopted by the Council of Europe in 1950
uses the term minority on one occasion
and with the restricted meaning of na-
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tional minority without referring to the
principle of self-determination of people. In fact, all these International conventions subtend the Western vision of
the relationship between public power
and communities, completely incompatible with the formation of a right of a
single community to its own self-determination.
We have to remember that in the historical level in the western world, the hand
of Christian unity determines the management of multi-religiousness after the
protests and Schism and by the failure of
European project or ‘respublica christiana’.This has been entrusted to the political principle of tolerance. In fact, after
the birth of the first formal nation-state,
the peaceful coexistence of several religious communities within a state legal
systemis guaranteed by the principle
of tolerance in Europe.According to the
Harvard Institute, in1848 thenon-Catholic cults were simply tolerated in accordance with the laws of Republican
Constitution, and then by the Article 1 of
the constitution of the Kingdom of Italy.Only recently in Western Democratic
systems, the new problems of a social
political and juridical nature drives from
migratory phenomenon from the multicultural and multi-religious contemporary societies. It prompts a transformation of the principle of tolerance from a
political principle in a juridical principle,

which is concretize today in the affirmation and recognition of a real right to
difference.
These considerations mark the distance
that exists between the traditional Western model of relations between public
authorities and religious communities
with respect to the eastern and more
precisely Islamic vision of these systems
or relations. Differences that motivated
arethe refusal of the some Islamic countries to sign the United Nations declaration in 1948, on the basis of the failure
to provide for the right of self-determination of people and the affirmation of
the conception of the right to Religious
Freedom in which the profile of religious
personalities were too much accentuated in line with colonial ideologies. On
the other hand, classical Islamic law is
based on an ontological pluralistic conception of the legal model with the Muslim State as a political social aggregate
characterized by the protection of specific religious freedoms. In which, those
groups that in western vision would not
hesitate to define a pejorative sense minorities in Islamic context become in effect protected communities. That is the
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protection path signed between whom
Islamiyah and non-Muslims which provides for the recognition of confessional
freedom and juridical autonomy. The
federative constitutional model outlined
by the charter of Medina is therefore the
archetype aimed at guaranteeing the
political unity of the Islamic community
and unifying element is identified preciously in the fundamental and founding
principle of freedom and confessional
autonomy of non-Muslim communities.
It is no coincidence thatthis have also
concretely contributed to the drafting
of International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights of 1966,which seeks
greater attention for the right to the
self-determination of people –as explicitly stated in articles 1 and 3.
Presently, the Declaration of Marrakesh
further enhanced the protection of the
identity of minorities, which bases on
the recovery of the original Islamic state
archetype indicated by the Medina Charter. It was looked for the development of
a concept of citizenship inclusive of the
various religious and cultural groups. In
respect to which it is necessary to assure
the protection of rights and our freedoms. Although the 1966 International
pacts expressly state the obligation of
signatory states to guarantee members
of minorities the full exercise of the cultural, religious and linguistic rights, the
vulnerability of religious minorities is
still a fact today. For various reasons,
we have to underline that minorities are
still exposed to attacks from the state
and from various private entities and organizations involved for various reason
in the conflicts that blooded many countries. The technological development of
contemporary society is not in fact the
determinant of overall improvement
in the condition of minorities, which
on the contrary may be subject compared to the past to farther new forms
of discrimination and persecution. Also
in consideration of the dependence of
modern digital technologies for the concrete exercise of fundamental rights, including the right to access information
and in time of pandemic also the right
to religious freedom too. Beyond the
regional system of protection of Human
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Rights, the legal instruments available
to the International Community for the
protection of minority rights are still not
enough to protect minorities and are essentially tools. The prosecution before
the international criminal court of the
crime of genocide and operation represents the first tool however, not without difficulties due to the limits imposed
by the same criminal case. Fewer obstacles are in encountered instead with the
reference to the crime of persecution,
which is most recently defined by the
article 7 of the state of the international
criminal court consisted international
and severe deprivation of fundamental rights contrary to international law
and committed by reason of identity of
a particular group or Community. Also
true, nonviolent or coercive means but
capable of producing which affect a serious dementia in the enjoyment of fundamental rights.
To this case, it is therefore also possible to repress a simple discriminatory
conduct such as the limitation of access
to the work by group members, as well
as restriction in economical or judicial
field. In fact for the purposes of the confusability of the crime is crucial above
all the criterion of identifiability of the
religious group as the effective target for
violating liberal killing or discriminatory measures. This construction is the
factor advantage of allowing both government restrictions and acts of facility,
systematically perpetuated by private
group and organizations against particular communities to be contemplated
as per secondary conducts. From a legal
point of view, therefore the most recent
doctrinally prudential evolution of the
crime of religious persecution allows us
to believe that the government restriction in the phenomena of intolerance
perpetrated to the detriment of communities settled in Kashmir and Jammu are
abstractly framed in the crime of persecution.
Moreover, these abuses were made possible through prior modification of the
Indian constitution and the subsequent
adoption of various measures directed to
repress the expression of descent including the closure of the internet and telephone networks as well as the arbitrary
detention of journalists, activists and politicians. The situation has father worse
than the last year, in fact, the covid-19
pandemic representing the propitious
opportunity to justify the adoption of
factor and new government restriction of
minorities and in particular on the Islamic communities of Kashmir in Jammu. In
addition to all the other serious restriction already imposed by the Indian government, the only mobile network available in Kashmir at the moment in the
midst of a pandemic is the 2G network.
In conclusion, the persecution suffered
by the Kashmiri, both in the form of
government restriction of fundamental freedoms, freedom of religion and
communication, and violent episodes of
deprivation of personal freedom certainly aggravate the situation.

SPECIAL REPORT

Climate
Ambition
Summit
2020

I

n midst of the ongoing pandemic,
global community celebrated the
fifth anniversary of the adoption
of Paris Agreement on December
12, 2020 through a virtual “Climate Ambition Summit,” showing that
climate change is at the top of the global
agenda despite our shared challenges
of COVID-19. The United Nations (UN),
with a leading role of United Kingdom
(UK), France, Chile and Italy hosted the
summit as a step towards tackling the
global climate crisis and reasserted
the commitment required to curb the
greenhouse gas emissions. This summit
marked a major milestone on the road
to the crucial UN climate conference
COP26, which will be held next year in
Glasgow.
Leadership of 75 countries, as well as
business community and civil society,
hailing from all the continents outlined
new commitments at the Summit and
agreed to take collective actions underlying the three pillars of Paris Agreement: mitigation, adaption and financial
commitments. This Summit is a clear
signal that the Paris Agreement is the
integral compass of international action
and global community is committed for
increased climate action. The assurances provided by the national and local
climate change enthusiasts represented
more than 70% of the global economy
and it is a ray of hope for minimizing
the emissions and carbon neutrality in
near future. Global climate leaders took
a major stride towards a resilient, net
zero emissions future, presenting ambitious new commitments, urgent actions
and concrete plans to confront the climate crisis by adopting the sustainable
development goals (SDGs).

United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres said, “The Summit has now
sent strong signals that more countries
and more businesses are ready to take
the bold climate action on which our
future security and prosperity depend.
Let us not forget that we are still on
track to an increase of temperature of
3 degrees at least in the end of the century, which would be catastrophic. The
recovery from COVID-19 presents an
opportunity to set our economies and
societies on a green path in line with
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. As we look ahead, the central
objective of the United Nations for 2021
is to build a truly Global Coalition for
Carbon Neutrality.”
The ambitions of reaching carbon neutrality and net zero emissions were de-
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lineated by few European nations while
setting out the dates as well. Finland
committed for zero emissions in 2030,
Austria in 2040 and Sweden in 2045.
Pakistani leadership also committed
for a transition to the clean energy and
adopting renewable energy sources
for majority of its energy production
until 2030. Fiji, Malawi, Nauru and Nepal indicated that they are aiming for
the 2050 goal. Countries The Summit
also established a benchmark for other
countries and multilateral forums like
G20 countries due to the staunchness of
member countries like Argentina, China, EU states, Japan, and South Korea.
A new global campaign was started in
the Climate Ambition Summit, calling it
“the Race to Resilience” making another stride towards a resilient, net-zero
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GREENING THE BLUE
REPORT 2020

The 2020 Greening the Blue report, released in line with the Climate Ambition Summit 2020, to provide a snapshot of the UN System’s
environmental impacts throughout
2019 and the activities underway to
reduce them.   This year’s report includes 2019 data on greenhouse gas
emissions, waste, water and environmental management from nearly 60 entities across the UN System,
representing approximately 310,000
personnel. It shows that in 2019 the
UN System emitted ~2 million tonnes
carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2eq)–
or 6.5 tCO2eq per capita. This is a
further decrease since 2010 when
the per capita emissions per UN personnel were 8.3 tCO2eq. According to
Greening the Blue, in 2019, 43% of the
UN’s greenhouse gas impact was from
its facilities (headquarter offices, field
offices, warehouses etc.), 45% from
air travel, and 12% from other modes
of travel.
The report also shows that 97 per cent
of the System’s reported greenhouse
gas emissions were offset via the purchase of carbon credits from the Clean
Development Mechanism. The most
important action in a trajectory to climate neutrality is however emissions
reductions. The report shows how, in
2019, 28 UN entities, five more than
the previous year, are engaged in
implementing environmental management systems. A number of best
practices show how these efforts are
operated at ground level and what
concrete results they have been able
to obtain.
emissions future, where nations have
committed to safeguarding 4 billion
people vulnerable to climate risks by
2030. Zurich Insurance (Switzerland)
announced that the Zurich Flood Resilience Alliance would triple its climate
funding by 2025 and expand its reach
from 11 to 21 countries. Moreover, the
Mayor of Freetown (Sierra Leone), following the commitment of Pakistan
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2020 CHAMPIONS OF
THE EARTH

Displaying the success stories of people who have made strides by their
environmental actions in 2020, the
Summit also honored the six champions of the earth who have transformed our societies for the better.
This aims to inspire and motivate other people to step up their efforts for
the environmental safety and mitigating the effects of climate change. The
six climate champions and laureates
of 2020 were:
• Mindy Lubber (CEO of Ceres)
awarded for her entrepreneurial
vision
• Robert Bullard (Founder of Environmental Justice) awarded with
Lifetime Achievement
• Nemonte Nenquimo (Environmental Activist from Ecuador)
awarded for Inspiration and Action
• Frank Bainimarama (PM of Fiji)
awarded for Policy Leadership
• Yacouba Sawadoga (the man who
stopped the desert, from Burkina Faso) awarded for Inspiration
and Action
• Dr Fabian Leendertz (Veterinarian and Zoonotic Disease Specialist) awarded for his contribution
in Science and Innovation

to plant a billion trees committed to
planting 1 million trees between 2020
and 2021. Developed countries like UK,
Spain, and Portugal etc. also pledged to
step up their adaption efforts under the
theme of resilience.
Prime Minister Boris Johnson said, “Today we have seen what can be achieved
if nations pull together and demon-
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IMRAN KHAN

PRIME MINISTER PAKISTAN

On the fifth-anniversary of Paris agreement, Pakistan’s PM Imran Khan virtually addressed the Climate Ambition
Summit 2020 where he highlighted the
initiatives taken by the Government
of Pakistan to mitigate the adverse effects of climate change. PM Khan said
that, “Pakistan’s contribution to global
emissions is less than 1%, and yet we
are the fifth most vulnerable country
to climate change. He announced that
by 2030, 60 percent of all energy produced in Pakistan will be clean energy generated through renewables and
30% of all vehicles would be on electricity.
He highlighted three nature-based
solutions adopted by his government
to surmount the climate challenge.
Firstly, he mentioned the mega-plantation drive called Billion Tree Tsunami Plantation (BTTP) comprising
of 10 billion trees in the country. Secondly, he pointed out the increase in
the protected areas for national parks
from 30 to 45. Thirdly, he revealed the
ambition of Pakistani government to
shift to clean energy and a transition
to the renewable energy. He remarked,
“We have already scrapped the Coal
power projects, which was supposed
to produce two thousand six hundred
megawatts of energy and replaced it by
hydroelectricity. At the same time, indigenous coal will be replaced by liquid
or gas”. He concluded by assuring the
global community that, Pakistan will
be doing its best to make its contribution to mitigate the effects of climate
change.
strate real leadership and ambition
in the fight to save our planet. The UK
has led the way with a commitment to
cut emissions by at least 68 percent by
2030 and to end support for the fossil
fuel sector overseas as soon as possible, and it’s fantastic to see new pledges
from around the world that put us on
the path to success ahead of COP26 in
Glasgow.”
The press release of the Summit highlighted the undertaking of countries to
adopt the nature-based solutions in line
with the SDGs as the UN Biodiversity
Conference approaches. World Bank
assured that 35% and European Investment Bank commitment to ensure 50%
of their portfolio will include climate
co-benefits with a 100 percent alignment of their development activities
with the Paris agreement. Apple, a tech
leader from the United States pledged
carbon neutrality for its supply chain
and products by 2030 and announced
new progress that 95 of its suppliers
have committed to moving to 100%
renewable energy. Similarly, Artistic
Milliners from Pakistan, a textile company announced joining the UN Fashion Industry Charter for Climate Action
and shared their actions on the circular
economy to reduce their carbon footprint and provide zero emissions energy to thousands of homes.
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Women of
the world
2020

Southern and Central
Asian Women in Focus

H

umming the stanzas of Maya
Angelou’s
“Phenomenal
woman” simply takes you to
some other world but actually it is the same old world
we all live in with some negligence and
lack of acceptance. Things have been
changed and some of them are still
changing. A woman is not just a mother,
wife, sister or daughter but she is a magnanimous entity who can bear enormous pressure and still remain poised
and graceful. While having a glimpse of
the condition of women of Asia in 2020
with a focus of southern and central
Asia, there are many aspects to consider. The potential for women in Asia
to lift their economic position is huge,
but presently there are many unique
challenges for women in the workforce.
United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres rightly said that, ““Twenty-five years since the adoption of the
Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, progress towards equal power and
equal rights for women remains elusive.
No country has achieved gender equality, and the COVID-19 crisis threatens to
erode the limited gains that have been
made. The Decade of Action to deliver the Sustainable Development Goals
and efforts to recover better from the
pandemic offer a chance to transform
the lives of women and girls, today and

tomorrow.” According to the UN’s statistics, in Central and Southern Asia the
share of women among the population
aged 65 and older is 51% in. The percentage of women among older people
aged 80 and older is yet higher with a
percentage of 55 percent. The share of
women among the total population of
older persons indicates us of the mortality rates of women and men until
higher ages. Therefore, study of their
livelihood provides information several
aspects. For instance about, whom they
live with, whether they are living alone
or jointly with someone. The utter purpose is to get information about the
kind of support they are getting from
their families or elsewhere. The health
of women is also an imperative aspect
to consider. In Southern Asia during the
period of 2000—2017, the maximum
overall decrease in maternal mortality
was achieved with a reduction of 59%
in the number of deaths (from 384 to
157 maternal deaths per 100,000 live
births). Unfortunately under the current
statistics, Central and Southern Asia
are the only regions to have a gender
difference in the top foremost cause of
death among people aged 15-49 which
is self-harm for women and road injury
for men. This is also depicting that less
importance is given to issues related
to mental health of a woman. World’s
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women 2020 showed that worldwide,
women researchers comprised of only
30% of the total researchers. The reason is very much evident. At few parts
of the world lack of resources and facilities to women aren’t enough to accomplish the requirements. Research
and development plays an essential role
in evolving societies, economies and
environment in general. While further
specifying the percentage of women researchers among different regions the
highest number of female researchers
are from the Latin America and the Caribbean region. Only three regions, Latin America and the Caribbean, Northern
Africa, and Central Asia, have almost attained gender equality. The percentage
of women researchers was also fairly
high in Northern Africa (45%), Central
Asia (45%) and South-Eastern Asia
(41%), whereas it was lowest in Southern Asia (23%) and Eastern Asia (21%).
As per the agenda of sustainable Development goals, Sustainable Development
Goal 9 indicates that it is imperative for
countries worldwide to construct resilient infrastructure as well as encourages comprehensive and sustainable industrialization and promote innovation.
In order to achieve the targets of this
particular SDG 9, the countries needs
to augment the scientific research so
to further advance technological poten-
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tials. Therefore, In order to encourage
innovation, the role of research and development is far reaching and pivotal.
Accomplishment of this target is impossible without addressing the gender
disparities in the field of research. On
the other hand Gender equality in primary education has been phenomenal
worldwide even though disparities at
regional level persevere. In 2018 the
global GPI of gross enrolment ratios
(GER) in primary education was 1.00. It
indicated that at global level both girls
and boys were equally attaining the primary Education or should say they were
equally enrolled at primary level. But as
compared with the worldwide average
the regions showed different averages
with most of them attained the gender
equality. In the same year in Northern
America and Europe, Northern Africa, Australia and New Zealand, Central
Asia, South-Eastern Asia, Eastern Asia
and Latin America and the Caribbean,
the GPI for each region was inside the
range of equivalence. In sub-Saharan
Africa GPI was 0.96, in Oceania (exclusive of Australia and New Zealand)
GPI was 0.93; in Western Asia GPI was
0.94. These GPI values were low to attain the gender equality with regards
to enrolment. Unfortunately in Southern Asia the GPI fell outside the range
of equality with percentage of 1.07. But
the interesting fact was that the girls in
this particular region were more participating in primary education with
regards to enrollment. According to the
given statistics in the report, the maximum level of female teachers was found
in Central Asia with percentage of 54%.
Whereas in Southern Asia, the share of
female teachers raised by double digits:
by 15 percentage points. Furthermore
During the period of 1990–2018, Central Asia was the only region to achieve
gender equivalence among teachers
at the primary level of education. The
report also covered the area of gender
parity in the secondary level education
with regards to enrolment. The GPI in
secondary education based on gross enrolment ratios increased from a value of
0.84 in 1990 to 0.99 in 2018. It showed
that the gender gap at the secondary
level of education has narrowed at the
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global level. In 1990 the GPI was low in
Southern Asia with percentage of 0.59.
In 2018 the situation improved, gender
gap narrowed and that too at the fastest
rate. Northern America and Europe and
Central Asia were the only regions that
have accomplished and preserved equal
right of entry to secondary education for
both girls and boys throughout the given period. Unfortunately the Gender inequalities in literacy seemed to be relatively common in Southern Asia, mainly
in adult populations with 81% for men
against 65% for women. In Central Asian
countries worldwide primary education
goals have been achieved. Therefore
the shares of women and men with no
schooling or less attainment at primary level are small. Whereas the highest
attainment is at the secondary level and
this is quite substantial. In dissimilarity,
in Southern Asia, where unfortunately
the goal of universal primary education
has not yet been attained, the shares of
women and men without schooling, or
whose highest educational attainment
is at the primary level, are significant
with over 50% for both women and
men. While fewer than 50% of women
and men have finished either secondary
or primary level education. Gender dissimilarity in the educational attainment
is also huge in Southern Asia, where, on
average, 48% of women have no schooling with contrast to 28% of men. Primary level education or just passing of
first three grades is the most common
educational achievement in Central
Asia where about 6 in 10 women and
men have attended or completed their
primary education. In Southern Asia,
primary education is slightest common,
with women constituting a minority of
the small proportion of the population
that has accomplished or completed
primary education. When it comes to
economic empowerment of women
huge differences are found in women’s
reach to the labour market. In 2019, the
gender gap in labour force contribution
was the prevalent in Southern Asia with
54 percent, Northern Africa with 47
percent and Western Asia with 47 percent. Unfortunately in these regions
women’s labour strength involvement
rates were underneath 30%. In 2019,
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agriculture remained the major sector
for women’s employment with over
50% in three regions which included
Southern Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa and
Oceania apart from Australia and New
Zealand. Inequitable attitudes towards
women in paid employment were most
common both among women and men
in Central and Southern Asia, where
women’s labour force contribution rate
was also significantly low. As of 2020,
all countries in Central Asia are offering
at least 14 weeks of maternity leave. In
contrast, less than a quarter of countries with obtainable data in Southern
Asia (14%) offer 14 weeks or more of
maternity leave. The constitutional role
of women is really important yet it’s
been given less importance. At the same
time the decision making is another
important aspect within a professional
setup. The 2020 statistics by UN showed
that in Central and Southern Asia women hardly reached 13% of managerial
positions which is fewer than half the
global average. Over the last 20 years female managers in Central and Southern
Asian countries have remained in the
minority. Women’s representation in
local government remained uppermost
in Central and Southern Asian countries
with percentage of 41. Violence against
women and girls is an apparent sign
of gender disparity and unfortunately it is one of the most common types
of violence faced by women and girls
universally. According to the refereed
report the situation in this regard is
quite alarming in southern Asian region. Apart from the mentioned report
it is pertinent to mention that BBC’s 100
women of 2020 list contained name of
women belongs to southern Asian region which is indeed an achievement.
Women from the same region made
their place in the list issued by Forbes
named world’s 100 powerful women.
Women empowerment is becoming a
most common practice worldwide. In
order to attain such empowerment in
Asian region, it is necessary to emulate
the contemporary trends of development.
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Kazakhstan Independence Day
Over the past 29 years, Kazakhstan has become a leader for peace, stability, and
prosperity in Central Asia.
Kazakhstan’s Independence Day, celebrated on December 16 to commemorate the fulfillment of the Kazakh people’s long-cherished dream of having an
independent state, which happened on
December 16, 1991, fills every heart in
Kazakhstan with pride and joy now. In Islamabad, the Kazakh Ambassador Akan
Rakhmetullin, Minister for Privatisation
Mohammedmian Soomro and other
guests cut a cake in the Independence
Day ceremony.

Ambassador of the Republic of Kazakhstan Akan Rakhmetullin said, “Soon after
we had established our diplomatic relations, Kazakhstan opened its embassy
here in Islamabad in 1994, to which I became a part as a young attaché. And now
I am back after 25 years as an ambassador
– proud and honoured. Kazakhstan highly values good relationship with Pakistan
and I will be trying my best to bring our
partnership to the new qualitative level.”

Kazakhstan is the most economically
successful country in Central Asia on the
right track towards becoming one of the
world’s 30 most developed countries by
the year 2050. Kazakhstan is a democratic republic, with a developed multi-party
system (the parliamentary campaign has
just started with at least three parties having a strong chance to get into the parliament).
Kazakhstan is one of the few countries
of the former Soviet Union where the
passage of power to the new president
in 2019 took place peacefully and legally, because of a competitive election. A
number of international leaders and organizations acknowledged the huge positive role, which the First President of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev, played
in achieving this result by announcing his
voluntary resignation on March 19, 2019.
Nazarbayev, the President of the newly
established Republic of Kazakhstan, fearlessly faced the challenges. Kazakhstan
preserved the industry created during the
Soviet years and slowly, but steadily put it
on the market track, adding a number of
new, twenty first century elements. After
several years of a slowdown, Kazakhstan’s
metallurgical plants, its oil and gas industry and, last but not least, agriculture
picked up speed. Now all of these sectors
of the country’s economy by far exceed
the pre-1991 levels of production. It is
enough to say that the products of Kazakhstan’s highly competitive metallurgical industry are now exported to the EU,
while Kazakhstan’s neighbors in Central
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Asia are buying its agricultural products.
Diversification of industries, foreign investment sources and multivector diplomacy of Kazakhstan have also made a
huge step forward. The EU (not China
or Russia) is now the biggest foreign investor in Kazakhstan, and the country’s
diplomats manage to maintain excellent
relations with both Russia and Western
countries. Kazakhstan’s positive work in
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization

made it a friend of China; Kazakhstan’s
active participation in the Islamic Cooperation Organization got it connected
to 56 fraternal Muslim states. And the
Eurasian Economic Union is becoming
a vehicle of development in the triangle
uniting China, Kazakhstan and the former republics of the Soviet Union. The
golden rule here is just one: Kazakhstan
is valuable when it is sovereign and when
it is free to suggest its own solutions. They
are always peaceful.
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COPAIR WEBINAR: India’s Hegemonic
Designs – A Threat to the Global Peace

COPAIR organized an International Conference on “Hindu Radicalism and Indian Hegemonic Designs: Threats to Regional and Global Peace” on December 19, 2020. National and International geopolitical experts, human rights activists
and journalist were part of this webinar. The webinar commenced with the recitation of Holy Quran. Mr. Zeeshan, the
moderator of the session, welcomed the guest speakers and participants. He gave a brief introduction of the COPAIR.
The Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR) is a strategic think tank, building a positive narrative at
the national and international levels. COPAIR initiates and advocates policies of national development in order to build
a sustainable, inclusive and resilient Pakistan.
Ms. Amna Malik, the President of COPAIR, delivered welcoming remarks. While giving her remarks, she has said that
Hindu Radicalism and Indian Hegemonic Designs are threatening the peace and stability in South Asia and International Community must recognize the seriousness of this matter. The panel of the webinar consisted of renowned experts
who focus on South Asian politics.

Ms. Claire Birdwell, a human rights activist and Co-Founder of Let Kashmir Decide, discussed war crimes being perpetrated by Indian forces in Kashmir. She further stated that Indian government is exposing itself by adopting aggressive
policies minorities. The recent protests by Sikhs and Indian government role show that how the government of India
treats its own citizens. In addition, she suggested that people across the world should pressurize their governments to
question BJP’s policies towards Kashmir and give the Kashmiris their due right to self-determination.
Mr. Raja Faisal, a senior journalist and advisor on Indo-Pak & SAARC at COPAIR, highlighted the similarities between
Hindu Zionism and Nazism. He said that people were facing problems due to Nazism in Europe in the last century and
now the similar situation is being witnessed by the people in South Asia due to rise of Hindu radicalism in India. He
further stated that India is involved in sponsoring terrorism in its neighbouring countries especially Pakistan. While
giving suggestions he said that if the other countries can face sanctions, why India could not be sanctioned for committing gross violations in Kashmir and sponsoring terrorism in the region.
Maj (retd.) Adil Raja, a Geopolitical Analyst, discussed the Hindutva ideology and the idea of Akhand Bharat in details.
He has stated that India is now in the hands of radicals who do not understand the language of peace and do not respect
International laws and norms. He suggested that to stop this menace of Hindu Radicalism, balkanization of India is an
effective option. There are eight active separatists movement and there is a chicken between Bangladesh and Nepal.
Pakistan needs to use this strength to end the Indian occupation in Kashmir.

Ms. Danielle Khan, special assistant to Dean Eliot A. Cohen at John Hopkins SAIS, said that Hindu Radicalism has become very problematic for the South Asian Region and Kashmir in particular. She added that the followers of Hindutva
ideology want to expand the territory of today’s India and claim the lands, which were part of British India. She has
stated that there is already ethnic cleansing of Kashmiris is going on by the Hindu Radicals who are running the government in India. International Community must take notice this matter before it is too late.
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COPAIR Webinar: Kashmir Under the
Sanctity Of UN Declaration of Human Rights

In commemoration of International Human Rights Day, December 10, 2020, the Center of Pakistan and International
Relations organized a Webinar title “Kashmir under the sanctity of UN Declaration of Human Rights: Challenges for the
Kashmiri’s right to self-determination.”

Members of the International community, scholars, journalists, social activists, diplomats and academia graced the
event with their participation for raising the voice of innocent Kashmiris against Human Rights violations by Indian
occupational forces. This conference acted as a platform for the global movement on Kashmir. The panellist included
DrTehseen Nisar, Dr Domenico Melidoro, Dr Fabio Balsamo, Dr Barbara Gallo, Syed Mehmood Kazmi, Prof. Angelo
Santagostino, and Amna Malik President COPAIR. Awais Siddique and Dr TehseenNisar moderated the three-hour-long
session.
President COPAIR Amna Malik commenced the session by highlighting the important role of the international community for advocating the human rights of citizens. She further highlighted the relevance of choosing international human rights day for this webinar-since the people of Kashmir are deprived of their rights, therefore it becomes a moral
obligation to highlight their plight and draw the attention of the global community towards the protracted conflict. She
also stressed that the spirit of their sacrifices and the persistent struggle for the cause of freedom. In addition to underlining the key challenges to the right of self-determination faced by Kashmiris, she also referred to the future strategic
course of action and pronounced advocacy as an imperative element for the Kashmir crisis management. She emphasized exigencies of an inclusive framework to emulate, and raise voice to support this global movement and demanded
the engagement of the international community to arbitrate in the matter to end the enduring sufferings of Kashmiris.

Dr TehseenNisar shared the findings of her research and shed light on the quintessential relevance of Kashmir within
the debate of Universal Human Rights. She explained the peculiar similarity between Israel and India with reference to
flagrant Human rights violations and briefed about the assimilated approach for desires of annexation. She was of the
view that, through pursuing coherent deceitful agenda to change the demographical status of Kashmir, India breached
its own constitution by abrogating Article 370 that entails the right of minorities to establish and administer educational institutions. She also indicated the aggressive suppression of the anti-CAA protests an evident example of human
rights violations. In her opinion, Modi is spreading the agenda of hatred being a warmonger and fragmentation of
Indian society. Along this, she mentioned the diplomatic triumph by Pakistan concerning OIC conference in Niger that
unanimously supported the Kashmiri cause. Lastly, she emphasized on the need to engage foreign intellects, scholars
and academia to work collaboratively to highlight the human rights violation in Indian occupied Kashmir.

Dr Domenico Melidoro talked about the “Issues of Multiculturalism between Minority Rights and Human Rights in Religiously Volatile Societies”. Dr Melidoro focused on the issue of Indian occupied Kashmir with reference to his topic of
speech. He asserted that minority rights and Human Rights could not be segregated since their relevance is an evident
phenomenon. He differentiated the struggle for a nation-state and the one for a multicultural state and highlighted that
India itself is confused to pick the one. He stressed on the need to have a collective voice to recommend the high offices
and human rights organizations to keep a check on India’s intentional efforts to change the demography of Kashmir. He
also talked about the Hindutva ideology by India, which is actually inciting the non-Kashmiris to settle in their area and
depriving them of their rights. Such deliberate efforts by India are to compel the people to compromise on their right to
self-determination, especially the current human rights issues in IIOJK. He concluded that in order to deal with Diversity there is need to have a comprehensive theoretical classification of liberalism into comprehensive pro-autonomy,
comprehensive pro-toleration, political pro-autonomy, and political pro-toleration. Through a dialectical method, the
author offered a critical account of the most adequate system that allows genuine commitment to diversity on the part
of liberal institutions and analyzed India’s religious pluralism in this context.
Dr Fabio Balsamo discussed the history of Human rights and focused on contemporary Human rights violations in
Indian occupied Kashmir. While giving reference to the United Nations he stressed that the UN must respect Nations
and their rights, irrespective of their status or disparity level. He highlighted the importance of Religious tolerance to
implement Human rights in true sense. It also allows people to practice their religious obligations without any hesitation. He indicated that even a large number of people in India are facing the threat of statelessness, deportation,
and prolonged detention. Nationwide protesters against the CAA, Article 370 and 35A have also been met with violent
reprisal from the police and government-aligned groups like the RSS and clearly indicates India’s desire to change the
demographics of Indian-Occupied Kashmir. He also added up the condition and suffering of the people of IOK amid
covid 19, mentioning that the communication blackout has further worsened the situation. Right to information and
freedom of expression is clearly breached in the valley by Indian authorities. Kashmiris are deprived of all the basic necessities of life. The epitome of all the Human rights violations in Indian occupied Kashmir is a common practice since
long under prolonged Indian occupation.

Syed Mahmood Kazmi, a Kashmiri hailing from the USA, also shared his experiences of suffering and repression by the
Indian occupational forces. He focused on the disruption of Kashmiri children’s right to education due to widespread
lockdowns and fear of life. In his zealous speech, he recognized the loss of education due to school closures and the rise
of mental fears in Kashmiri children. He said many of us around the globe are suffering to our rights, to liberated life
and people of Kashmir can be said to be the most vulnerable ones. Unfortunately, in IIOJK children are suffering more
than anyone else is because they are deprived of their right to attain education. He also requested world bodies to come
forward in support of the people of Kashmir.
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Dr Barbara Gallo, a journalist from Rome spoke about the denial of freedom of speech and communication blackout
in Indian occupied Kashmir. She opinioned that the civil rights of the Kashmiris are being denied in the wake of India’s
illegal revocation of Article 370 of its Constitution and a long military siege in the Indian occupied valley. She was of the
view that one of the most dangerous weapons used by the incumbent BJP-led government is the blackout of communication in Kashmir. She added that such communication bans are collective punishment and it is against the standards of
international human rights law to limit freedom of expression. She mentioned statement of Daniel Bastard, the head of
RSF’s Asia-Pacific desk, who asserted, “cutting all means of communication in Jammu and Kashmir prevents its journalists from doing their job and, above all, prevents its citizens from having access to independent news and information,
which is absolutely decisive at such a crucial moment.” The communications blackout in Kashmir has been accompanied by a sudden deployment of more than 45,000 paramilitaries. She requested the international media to echo the
voice of unarmed and innocent Kashmiris against the brutal Indian aggression.
Prof Angelo Santagostino shared his European perspective on the human rights question of Jammu and Kashmir by
saying that it has been over a century since Kashmiris are suffering from human rights abuses. He said that the principle of self-determination is not followed probably in many parts of the world more particularly in Indian occupied
Kashmir. He said that the Covid-19 pandemic represented a propitious opportunity to justify the adoption of further
undue government restrictions on minorities and, in particular, the Islamic communities of Kashmir and Jammu. Even
before this, the situation within the valley was never favourable for Kashmiris. They have never been able to practice
their rights. In addition to all the other serious restrictions already imposed by the Indian government. Prof said that
Modi’s regime is engaged in the centralization of power and moving towards cultural and religious intolerance. He concluded with saying that European integration and Franco-German détente could be replicated in case of Pakistan and
India and this way Kashmiri’s suffering could be put to an end.

Ms Amna Malik – President Center of Pakistan and International Relations, Islamabad concluded the session by providing recommendations and invited the panellists to share their thoughts as well. She started by highlighting the
significance of responsibility to protect doctrine which ensures to halt crimes of genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing
etc and its transgression by India in IIOJK. She said that the global community must engage in compliance to the R2P
doctrine to address the concerns of the humanitarian crisis in the disputed region. Secondly, revisiting our diplomatic
policy and amplify our lobbying for Kashmir cause can help them achieve their basic rights. Thirdly, Pakistan can pursue Kashmir’s case before the UNSC, UN Human Rights Commission, ICJ and the International Criminal Court. Finally,
she called for EU, Pakistani Diaspora, media, academia and global civil society to play their constructive role. MsAmna
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Environmental Diplomacy Initiative of
Turkmenistan
A step towards realization of Environmental Goals and Enhancement of International Cooperation
On the threshold of the 25th anniversary of permanent Neutrality of Turkmenistan, an exhibition dedicated to the International Day of Neutrality has started in the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Turkmenistan. The exhibition is
expected to become a kind of report on the development of the national economy of the country where the expositions of
37 ministries and profile departments, as well as the Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs of Turkmenistan will be
demonstrated. In the framework of the event, the ceremony of signing a number of bilateral documents took place.
1. “MOU on cooperation in area of nature protection between the Ministry of Agriculture and Nature Protection of Turkmenistan and the Representative Office of the UN Development Programme in Turkmenistan”
2. “MOU on cooperation in area of sustainable development of the power industry between the Ministry of Energy of Turkmenistan and the Representative Office of the UN Development Programme in Turkmenistan”

3. “MOU on sustainable management of water resources between the State Committee of Water Industry of Turkmenistan
and the Representative Office of the UN Development Programme in Turkmenistan”Turkmenistan, from the first days since
gaining its independence, stands for combing the efforts of the countries of the region with the aim of safeguarding and
ensuring the rational use of water resources. The modern water saving technologies are introduced into the agriculture,
construction and use of industrial and hydraulic structures in the country.Aimed at the consolidation of common efforts
and mutually useful exchange of experience, the water diplomacy of Turkmenistan adds new priorities to the work of the
UN and contributes to the flourishing and progress at the national, regional and global levels.Among the main goals of the
environment protection strategy consistently implemented by the President of Turkmenistan, are the provision of dynamic
growth of economy through effective and rational use of natural resources and consolidation of international efforts in
attaining the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
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Turkish Ambassador Ehsan Mustafa inaugurates
Pak-Turkish Friendship Square

Ambassador of the Republic of Turkey to Pakistan Ambassador Ihsan Mustafa Yurdakul has inaugurated the Pak-Turk
Friendship Square on Murree Road to express Pakistan Turkey friendship.Chairman Rawalpindi Development Authority (RDA) Tariq Mehmood Murtaza, Director General RDA Chaudhry Maqbool Ahmed, MD WASA Raja Shaukat Mehmood,
Country Head of TIKA Ghokhan Umut, General Secretary of Turkish Organization IHH-NL Akhlaq-ur-Rehman, Deputy
Director Finance RDA Muhammad Junaid Taj Bhatti and other officials of RDA were present on the occasion. On the occasion, Chairman RDA Tariq Mehmood Murtaza thanked the Turkish Ambassador and said that this monument would
be a reminder of strong Pak-Turkish friendship.He said Prime Minister Imran Khan wished to further strengthen relations with Muslim countries. In this regard, we are continuing our efforts to bring the people of Muslim countries closer
to each other.The RDA’s Pak-Turkish memorial project is also a link to this, Chairman RDA said. He further said that both
the countries are working together for the welfare of the people. The main agenda of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI)
government is to improve the lives of the people, he added. The Turkish Ambassador to Pakistan thanked the Chairman
RDA for constructing the Turkish Friendship Square. He said that this monument would be a reminder of Pak-Turkish
friendship. Pakistan and Turkey are brotherly countries. Turkey is working on various projects to bring prosperity to
Pakistan, he added. On this occasion, DG RDA Chaudhry Maqbool Ahmed thanked the Turkish Ambassador for inaugurating Pak-Turk Friendship Square. He said that both the countries helped each other in the most difficult times.
Pakistan was keen to enhance its relations with Turkey to an even higher level, he said. He expressed his desire to start
various projects in Turkey’s collaboration with RDA.
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Azerbaijan Stands
Victorious

Awais Siddique

Assistant Editor TAT and Digital
Editor Melange Magazine

Ceasefire and Armenian withdrawal lead to the restoration
of justice in the region but
it entails a regional power
struggle due to increasing
foothold of dominant regional
powers like Russia and Turkey.

On September 27, an explosion in the
disputed mountainous region of Nagorno-Karabakh commenced a fullfledged war between the two archrivals,
Armenia and Azerbaijan. The territory is
originally part of Azerbaijan’s sovereign
land which has remained occupied by Armenia for over three decades now. After
six weeks of kinetic action by both sides,
Armenia surrendered and requested
Russia to act as a go-between for truce
resulting in the ceasefire agreement in
November. The tripartite agreement concluded with Azerbaijan’s territorial gain,
putting an end to long-standing conflict
and declaring the Azerbaijan victorious.
Nagorno-Karabakh region is part of the
European Caucus and is internationally
recognized part of Azerbaijan, but not
long ago the regional demography was
altered by the Armenian side through
settlements of their ethnicities in the
disputed territory. According to historic records, the citadel of Shusha is an
Azeri town founded in the 18th century and ever since the city remained the
cultural hub of South Caucus and home
to the Azerbaijani intellectuals. In the
19th century, the city flourished in terms
of population and trade but mostly remained under the rule of Russians retaining its strategic significance for the
then-dominant empires. In the 20th
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century, with the rise of Soviet Union
as the superpower, the district of Nagorno-Karabakh became a semi-autonomous region but remained as part of the
territory of the Azerbaijan SSR. In the
late 1980s, Mikhail Gorbachev’s glasnost
and perestroika policies paved a path for
the political freedom in the Soviet territories, resulting in an ethnic discord in
the Nagorno-Karabakh region due to the
resolve of the local governing Council
of People’s Deputies in Nagorno-Karabakh (predominated by ethnic Armenians) to unify with Armenia. These
ethnic Armenians demanded a referendum and marched to Baku, culminating the outrage into the first bloodshed
in the modern iteration of the conflict.
Soon after, the small-scale skirmishes
escalated into a full-scale war in 1992
where the Azerbaijani citizens became
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victims of pogroms and ethnic cleansing
by Armenian forces, and displacement
of large groups of people took place.
Armenian forces, almost daily during
the winter of 1991–1992, shelled Khojaly, and when the residents tried fleeing the city and approached the border
with Azerbaijan, they came across an
Armenian military post and were cruelly fired upon. The KhojalyMassacre
was described by Human Rights Watch
as “the largest massacre to date in
the conflict” over Nagorno-Karabakh.
In May 1994, both parties signed a
ceasefire agreement and Armenian
forces, due to their relatively large
size, have captured Azerbaijan’s territory of Nagorno-Karabakh. According to the UN Refugee Agency, a huge
displacement of one million people
took place including 870,000 Azerbaijanis and 300,000 Armenians whereas more than 30,000 people killed.
The conflict was mediated by the MINSK
Group, an initiative of Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE)
headed by the US and France; however,
the body failed to reach a stable peace in
the region. Since then, both sides, Armenia and Azerbaijan faced off at the Line
of Contact and exchanged crossfires and
mortar bombings leading to causalities.
Before the autumn of 2020, in 2016
tensions between both nations escalated resulting in the loss of 200 lives
–also known as four-day war or April
War. According to Azerbaijan, the
country’s forces started a pre-planned
short-term military operation to prevent the continuous shelling on civilians by the Artsakh Defence Army
backed by the Armenian Armed Forces.
From 2008 to date, Azerbaijan has
spent an enormous amount of money
and resources on its military modernization campaign –a hard-learnt lesson
from the previous war with Armenia.
During this period, Azerbaijan’s military spending has reached six times
more than Armenia. Azerbaijan spent
the huge sum of money generated from
exporting its oil and gas reserves on
advanced military equipment such as
drones, reconnaissance technology and
military personnel development. The
recent victory of Azerbaijan owes to the
swift advance by Azerbaijan’s military
forces and their use of advance weaponry, especially the drone (unmanned
aerial vehicles) giving them a military
advantage over the Armenian forces.
The use of drone warfare by Azerbaijan, a relatively novel case in the realm
of contemporary warfare and strategic
studies, not only provided the country
with a strategic advantage and avoided
causalities of military personnel of Azerbaijan but also acted as a force-multiplier. The Azerbaijani forces have recently
procured two Medium Altitude Long
Endurance (MALE) drones, Bayrakter
from Turkey and Kamikaze from Israel.
Along with the procurement of technologically advanced UAV’s, the country
was able to hold joint military exercises
with Turkey which prepared the Azer-
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baijani military personnel to get handson experience with the newly inducted
war machines. In previous wars, both
countries fought on the ground mainly
with the employment of artillery and infantry and both sides do not possess an
advanced air force; however, the Azerbaijani investment in the drone technology rendered the force as undefeatable
in the mountainous terrain of the Nagorno-Karabakh against the Armenian
Defence Forces. The ground forces of
Armenia, Artillery and Infantry, became
an easy target for the swarms of Azerbaijani drones and the lack of Armenia’s
anti-drone capability forced them to
harsh defeat and indelible loss. This is
why the Armenian PM Pashinyanwas
forced to ask for the Russian assistance
to arbitrate the conflict and bend knees
in front of their rival Azerbaijan. The
drone warfare not only provided Azerbaijan with a chance to win back their
territory but also to restore their glory.
When one recapitulates the conflict, it
shows that the six-week war set many
new trends. As it was the first time when
drone warfare was used in a full-scale kinetic action between two nation-states.
Similarly, it is the first time for that Russian peacekeeper will be deployed anywhere in the world -2000 armed personnel deployment at Line of Contact.
Similarly, it is the first time that the US did
not intervene in the conflict or mediated
the ceasefire agreement, may be due to
Donald Trump’s preoccupation with the
reelection campaign and domestic crisis.
If one analyzes the conflict through the
prism of regional power politics, the
ceasefire agreement and Armenian
withdrawal led to the restoration of justice but it also entails a regional power
struggle due to increasing foothold of
dominant regional powers like Russia
and Turkey. Nagorno-Karabakh region
is located in the European Caucus and
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holds a geostrategic significance but
the involvement of Turkey backing the
Azerbaijan and Russian patronage on
Armenia is of immense significance for
the future of the region. Both Russia and
Turkey are also involved in the Syrian
conflict while it is the second crisis where
both are encountering each other. Russia
has a defence deal with Armenia and
providing the country with weapons and
munitions, whereas Turkey is behind
the modernization of the aerial force of
Azerbaijan, holds economic ties (oil and
gas exchange), and building a strategic
road to the country. The involvement of
dominant military powers in the region
will ultimately shift the balance of power
or make it more volatile at least because
of the absence of western actors, like Europeans and the US and eclipse of Minsk
Group. However, it renders Turkey as a
significant power in the region and securing its place at the table with Russia.
After the armistice offered by the Armenian PM Pashunyan, he faced a domestic
backlash in form of demonstrations and
mob lynching of his parliament’s speaker to death. The Armenian protestors
had vandalized the Pashinyan’s office,
demanded his resignation and scorned
his repute for ending the six-week war.
His Foreign Minister has resigned after
the territorial gain of Azerbaijan. Armenian Premier, for face-saving, said that
the war could be avoided if we voluntarily ceded the territory to Azerbaijan
but we took up the challenge for war;
whereas when he requested his Russian counterpart for mediation he gave a
statement that we are ending this war after the deep combat analysis. President
of Armenia Armin Sarkissian demanded
Pashinyan’s government to step down,
and a snap parliament should be held.
Armenian status-quo has been broken by Azerbaijan and this has been
made possible with Turkey’s indelible
support to their neighbouring Muslim
country. However, a question arises
that whether this ceasefire and peace
is sustainable or not because the last
three truces mediated by the Minsk
Group were unable to pacify the situation. Another question regarding the
near future is the resettlement of refugees and the establishment of the local
government in the Nagorno-Karabakh.
After almost 30 years, justice is restored!

ARTICLE

Pakistan successfully extinguished
the Fire of Terrorism

PART-II
Reasons for the ResurCcontinuation of PART-I published in the
gence of Terrorism
December issue
There has been a sudden increase in in-

cidents of terrorism in Karachi, North
Waziristan, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, and
Baluchistan. In Karachi, the Chinese Consulate and Stock Exchange were attacked.
In Baluchistan, 24 soldiers lost their lives
in last Oct. After an attack in Quetta on Oct
15, another cowardly attack occurred in a
Madrassa in Peshawar on Oct 27, in which
ten children died and 100 were injured.
The terrorists succeed in striking the chosen soft targets with ease and seldom are
nabbed beforehand.
The question is, why it is so when Pakistan security forces have broken the
Brg. Gen (retd.) Asif Haroon
back of terrorism, improved their expertise in counter-terrorism and intelligence
skills, improved border management, and
The writer is a retired Brig, defence & security fenced almost two-third of the border.
There is no lack of will to fight terrorism
analyst, author of five books, Chairman
and soldiers are laying down their lives
Thinkers Forum Pakistan
valiantly. No other country involved in
the war on terror has rendered so many
sacrifices as Pakistan has done; 83000
Cross border terrorism by fatalities including 9000 belonging to seforces is a colossal loss which has
militant groups cannot take curity
traumatized 83000 families. From 2001
place without patronage of till now, 19,130 terror attacks took place
Pakistan. India has spent Rs 22 billion
the Afghan regime, infra- in
in the last 3 years to destabilize Baluchwas easier when the safe
structure and funding pro- istan.Terrorism
havens were in FATA; but has become
vided by the NDS and RAW. cumbersome from the bases and training
camps in Nuristan, Kunar, Nangarhar, Paktika and Khost in Afghanistan because of
long-distance, the crossing of the border
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and fence, and presence of highly trained
and motivated Pak security forces as well
as patriotic tribesmen and village guards
who refuse to cooperate with them.
The terrorists devoid of any religion are
from the poor class and the majority of
the victims are also from the deprived
class. One thing is clear that no terrorist
howsoever motivated would risk his life
unless he is badly in need of money for
himself or his family, or is brainwashed.
Young boys fed with the promise of heavenly rewards are used for suicide attacks.
While the poor are used as cannon fodder,
the heartless masterminds have their own
selfish materialistic agenda. Cross border
terrorism cannot take place without terror infrastructure installed by RAW-NDS,
where physical and motivational training
is imparted, funds are given, weapons/explosives/IED/suicide jackets provided, facilitation and handling at the site of occurrence arranged. Cross border terrorism by
militant groups is almost impossible without the patronage of the Afghan regime,
NDS and RAW. They cannot undertake
covert operations secretly right under the
nose of US-NATO troops, ANSF and CIA. If
this is the ground reality, it implies that
the US which is the initiator of war on terror, it is strategically aligned with NATO,
Israel, India and Afghanistan, has defined
objectives against Pakistan, as such its involvement is beyond doubt.
After the clearance of FATA from the presence of TTP in 2015 through Operation
ZarbAzb, RAW has been arming, funding
and launching TTP, JamaatulAhrar (JuA),
Lashkar Islam, HizbulAhrar and Lashkar
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Jhangvi into northwestern Pakistan from
the safe havens in Afghanistan, and Baloch
proxies BLA, BRA, BLF in Baluchistan. In
order to rejuvenate the splintered and
demoralized TTP as well as Baloch dissident groups, RAW in league with NDS and
assisted by CIA managed to unite BLA,
BRA and BLF under the banner of Baloch
RaajiAsjoiSangar (BRAS) in Nov 2018, and
also reunited JuA and HizbulAhrar with
TTP this year. Heavy funds were given to
the two setups and the rates of terrorism
were substantially enhanced. In Sindh,
MQM London has married itself with rural-based Sindhi nationalist parties including SLA and its target killers as well
as RAW agents are still active in Karachi.
Current rates for suicide attacks and vehicle-borne explosions are Rs.10 million
each, for IED target killing Rs. one million
each. The terrorists are paid monthly salaries and provided shelter, food and medical cover.

Devastations
Caused by the War

To avenge the deaths of less than 3000
Americans, millions of Muslims who had
no hand in 9/11 were killed in the 19-year
war on terror, millions were injured and
millions displaced. Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Syria, Yemen, Lebanon, Sudan, Somalia
were destroyed and Pakistan profusely bled
but terrorism instead of being eliminated
has spread all over the globe. Islam instead
of getting discredited has expanded and
flourished. The world instead of becoming
safe has become more unsafe and the war
continues to smoulder and fester.

The US dual role

Despite being the most allied ally of USA,
Pakistan has been crudely insulted, ridiculed, bashed and humiliated time and
again by the USA. It has been subjected to
cruel drone war. On the other hand, the
US went out of the way to bolster the economic, technological, military and nuclear
capabilities of India and made rigorous efforts to make India the leading player in
Afghanistan and policeman of Indo-Pacific
region. Its biased policy has heavily tilted the military balance in favour of India,
which has repeatedly threatened to break
Pakistan into four parts.

Pakistan’s Myopic Stance
towards Trouble makers

The magic spell of USA: A lot has been written
on this subject and nothing is secret. The US
has all along pursued a highly discriminatory
policy which disfavors Pakistan and favours
India and Afghanistan. Pakistan is an ally in
name only and a target in reality. The US will
rest only when it has disabled Pakistan’s nuclear deterrence, disrupted CPEC, and furnished
the country as a satellite of India. If every Tom,
Dick and Harry in Pakistan know about the
motives of USA, how come the ones entrusted
with the security of Pakistan are unaware of it?
Well-knowing its track record and open-ended hostility, how come our successive leaders
starting from Gen Musharraf have been bending over backwards to remain in the good
books of the US. To earn its goodwill, Pakistan
has been putting up with the hostility of India
and the Afghan regime and have left no stone
unturned to befriend them. Our rulers never
shirked from doing more in response to the
dictates of Washington even if their demands
were against the national interest. The infatuation is so strong that human loss of 83,000 and
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Joint Press Briefing – Nov 14, 2020
The DG ISPR Maj Gen Babar Iftikhar and Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi held a
joint conference on Nov 14 in the wake of devastating firing and shelling by Indian forces
across the LoC in Kashmir on Nov 14-15 in various sectors, causing extensive destruction
and damage to civilian property. Scores of civilians and soldiers were also martyred and
injured. One reason behind this madness was the sudden rise in clashes between Kashmiri
Mujahideen and Indian forces in IOK and the latter suffering casualties. Ceasefire violations
have become a routine for India ever since Modi took over power in June 2014. In 2020
alone, the number of violations occurred across the LoC and Working Boundary under a
calculated design to exert pressure on Pakistan on multiple fronts. Gen Babar and Qureshi
brought out the state terrorism of India in comprehensive details and stated that a dossier
is being handed over to the UN, OIC, P-5 and other international bodies to highlight Indian
state terrorism against Pakistan and human rights violations in occupied Kashmir. While a
neighbouring collaborating country was mentioned, Kabul was not named; and Tehran was
omitted. So were Washington, London and Tel Aviv, the silent backers of India. The massive
bloodshed in Pakistan in the last 19 years couldn’t be inflicted by India alone. It was and
still is a joint effort. Silence must be broken and the whole truth is spoken.
financial loss of $126billion does not bring in March 2016 was deployed at Chahbahar
even a frown on their foreheads. The US has in 2003 by Indian NSA Ajit Doval. RAW has
made use of its pawns, Afghan regime and In- been making use of Indian Consulates in
dia, and is wholly responsible for these huge Seistan, Zahidan and Mashad for conducting
losses. One fails to understand as to what is covert operations. Given the changed alignthe compulsion of our rulers to remain glued ments wherein Iran has gravitated away from
with the USA. One may have reconciled with India and has got closer to China, and the
this strange behaviour if the people also had changed attitude of the Arab Gulf States tosimilar inclinations, but the fact is that a great wards Pakistan, Islamabad and Beijing should
majority of people detest the USA and holds it jointly impress upon Tehran to stop RAW’s
responsible for their woes. Extraordinary tilt meddlesome activities in Baluchistan from its
could be digested had the US provided securi- soil.
ty umbrella and helped Pakistan when it was
Will the USA withdraw
splitting apart in 1971, or extended help when
its assistance was needed the most or made
troops?
Pakistan economically self-reliant. These ex- Outgoing President Donald Trump had
pectations by Pakistan which has been the signed a peace deal with the Taliban in Febmost allied ally for 66 years and had put its ruary 2019 and had pledged to end the 19security at risk twice to safeguard the US in- year war and bring home all the troops by
terests were not unrealistic. On the contrary, this Christmas. He will be in command till
India never put its national interests in jeop- mid-day January 2021 after which he will
ardy to protect the US interests and had re- hand over the baton to Joe Biden. It is to be
mained in the Soviet camp for 43 years. With seen whether Trump fulfils his promise or
this mindset of blindly trusting the USA, ter- agrees to the proposal of partial withdrawrorism can never be eliminated. As such, the al given by the Pentagon. It is to be seen
problem is not terrorism, the real problem is whether the new team of Biden-Kamal Harthe weak-willed leaders who irrationally feel ris pursues the same old Zionist-Pentagon
comfortable and safe by remaining under the driven militarist and materialist policies or
magic spell of USA.
bring a change to make the turbulent world
Today the US needs Pakistan’s assistance and peaceful. Indications are that Zionists will

Kabul

What is hurtful is Islamabad’s stance of generosity towards Kabul when the latter has never
reciprocated Pakistan’s goodwill gestures and cooperation and has missed no opportunity
to harm Pakistan. The regime is a puppet of the US and India and it follows their dictates obsequiously. By now after having collected all the evidence, we should have named it without
any hesitation and tailored our future responses accordingly. The 1973-78 insurgency in Baluchistan was backed by RAW, KGB, KHAD. The Al-Zulfiqar terror organization was assisted by
Kabul. In the ongoing war on terror, the main base of operation for the covert war launched
by multiple anti-Pakistan agencies is Afghanistan. The Baloch rebel leaders Balach Marri followed by Brahamdagh Bugti had taken refuge in Kabul and had fomented terrorism in Baluchistan. Maulana Fazlullah after escaping from Swat in 2009 had taken refuge in Kunar and
later became the head of TTP. After the clearance of FATA in 2015/16, all the leaders of TTP
and the militants as well as IMU, ITM (Uighurs), Asian Tigers and other affiliates took refuge
in Afghanistan and all are being patronized by NDS and RAW. While the Pak military has conclusive evidence of RAW’s involvement it also has concrete proofs of NDS involvement. It is
high time that the ruling regime in Kabul is clearly told to dismantle the terror infrastructure
of RAW-NDS, to close the Pakistan specific Indian Consulates involved in terrorism, and to
hand over Pakistani terrorists residing in safe havens of Afghanistan. Pakistan’s assistance
for Afghan peace should be made conditional to the fulfilment of these demands.
not vice versa since it can neither win the war
in Afghanistan, nor stay there, or exit safely.
Time has come to convey to Washington that
if it needs its support in Afghan peace efforts,
it will have to reciprocate by way of dismantling the terror infrastructure installed by
RAW in Afghanistan and to help Pakistan in
completing the border fencing.

Iran

It is no secret that RAW has been using Iranian soil as an auxiliary base and used proxies to strike targets in Baluchistan, Makran
Coast, Gwadar and Karachi. Serving Wing
Commander Yadhav who had been arrested
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have their say. Since terrorism has a direct
bearing on the security and integrity of the
country, it is the military and not the civil
leadership that should be more concerned.
Instead of chasing the faceless enemy which
amounts to chasing shadows, the military
being the real power should exert decisive
influence to break the magic charm and stop
trusting and depending upon the USA. Given the weak state of economy and host of issues, Pakistan can no more afford to indulge
in this expensive war on terror and should
urgently chalk out a strategy to pull out
180,000 troops from the combat zone and
take steps to extinguish the fire of terrorism.

NEWSUPDATE

Middle East crisis, Turkey
categorically rejects any
kind of EU sanctions

The EU has never treated us honestly,
never stood by any promise: Tayyip
Erdogan

Any European Union decision to sanction Turkey over its standoff with
Greece is not a big concern, President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan said on Wednesday, a day before EU leaders meet for a
summit. Turkey, an EU candidate whose
accession has been frozen over issues
including its human rights record, is at
odds with Greece over maritime and
energy rights in the eastern Mediterranean.
“Turkey does not care much about any
sanctions decision to be made by the
EU,” Erdogan said in a televised press
conference at an Ankara airport before
leaving for Azerbaijan.
Ankara has angered Greece and the rest
of the EU by sending a survey ship and
navy vessels to the disputed waters in
defiance of calls to stop. It ordered the
Oruc Reis ship back to port last month.
Athens is now pressing for punitive
sanctions against Turkey at the EU
summit. France supports Greece’s call
for sanctions but not all countries are
convinced, with some fearing an influx
of refugees from Turkish territory. Erdogan said “sincere and honest” leaders
in the EU were not warm to the idea of
sanctions, without naming them.

Iran ready for snap
return to nuclear deal
compliance: Hassan
Rouhani
Iran is ready to return to full compliance with a 2015 nuclear deal with major powers as soon as the other parties
honor their commitments, said Iranian
President Hassan Rouhani. The agreement between Iran and major powers
has teetered on the brink of collapse
since outgoing US President Donald
Trump pulled out of it in 2018 and reimposed crippling unilateral sanctions.
US President-elect Joe Biden has expressed readiness to return to the
agreement but over the past 18 months
Iran has suspended the implementation
of some of its own obligations, including
key limits to its uranium enrichment
program.
“I’ve said it before — it doesn’t take
time, it’s just a question of willing. Just
as soon as the 5+1 or 4+1 resume all of
their commitments, we will resume all
of ours,” Rouhani said. He was referring

to the five veto-wielding permanent
members of the UN Security Council
plus Germany with whom Iran reached
the nuclear deal. Defying criticism from
Iran’s ultra-conservatives, Rouhani reiterated his determination to seize the
“opportunity” presented by the change
of US president in January.

President Dr Alvi urges for
combination of morality,
knowledge for Muslims

OIC focusing on improving quality of
curriculum to transform the universities of the member states into center
of excellence

President Dr. Arif Alvi has emphasized on a combination of morality and
knowledge for Muslims to grow in the
world. Addressing the inaugural session of the Global Al-Farabi Forum in
Islamabad, he said the future looks to
Muslims, but they need to work hard
and ensure that people are educated
and healthy. The President mentioned
that the COMSTECH is the only major
institution in OIC, established for the
socio-economic development of the
Ummah through the application of science and technology. He urged the OIC
member states to join hands with this
prestigious institution and work together for the renaissance of the Ummah. He
said that COMSTECH is only institution
of OIC hosted by Pakistan and lauded
COMSTECH efforts for promotion of scientific cooperation and the uplift of the
OIC countries. He made these remarks
in his address to the inaugural session
of the Global A-Farabi forum organized
jointly by COMSTECH and the government of Kazakhstan. He added that we
should go to the principles of Al-Farabi,
which are quite relevant even today. He
said the world is not looking for morality, but Muslims are looking for morality,
and they can bring about a change with
the strength of ethics and knowledge.
He regretted that Muslims are in misery
in Kashmir, Palestine and Rohingya. The
President said Muslims need to move
along with the fast pace of science and
technology. He said Artificial Intelligence has alarmingly increased the pace
of knowledge. He urged the Ministerial
Standing Committee on Scientific and
Technological Cooperation of the OIC to
play its role in imparting contemporary
knowledge to youth of Muslim Ummah.
Praising Muslim philosophers, the President said it was the Muslim era, which
brought the old Greek philosophy to the
modern world.
The opening session was also addressed
by the Coordinator General COMSTECH,
Prof. Dr. M. Iqbal Choudhary, the Assis-
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tant Secretary General of OIC, Ambassador Askar Mussinov, Dr. Darkhan Kydyrali, President International Turkic
Academy and the Kazakhstan Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, Berik Aryn. All the
speakers emphasized the need of the
advancement of science and technology
in the OIC member states and resolved
to follow the tradition of the renowned
Muslim scholar Abu-Nasr Al-Farabi to
recapture the golden era of the Ummah.
Speaking on the occasion, Assistant Secretary General for Science and Technology Affairs within the Asian Group OIC
Ambassador Askar Mussinov said Islam
gives great importance to knowledge
and science as its first injunctions begin with “Iqra”. He said contribution of
Muslims scholars to the modern science
is enormous and pioneered in many
branches of science.
The two-day conference is being organized in celebration of the 1150th
anniversary of Abu Nasr Al-Farabi, the
great Muslim philosopher and scientist
who hailed from the lands, now are part
of Kazakhstan. Over 120 scholars from
Pakistan, United Kingdom, Kazakhstan,
Cameroon, Nepal, Somalia and Sudan
are participating in this event. The lectures would cover different aspects
of the multi-faceted contributions of
Al-Farabi as a philosopher and a scientist. The conference has five working
sessions with lectures, followed by a
closing session with a panel discussion
titled “Science and the Islamic World-A
philosophical assessment”, with a focus
on identifying the intellectual and physical impetus required for scientific uplift
in the Islamic world of today.

Pak reiterates
commitment to SAARC for
regional cooperation
The Fifty-eighth Session of the Programming Committee of the South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) was virtually held. Additional Secretary (Asia Pacific) Zahid
Hafeez Chaudhri, led the Pakistan delegation. The Committee reviewed the
current status of regional cooperation
in the identified areas of SAARC. The
committee also finalized the budgets
and Calendars of Activities of the SAARC
Secretariat, Specialized Bodies and Regional Centres. During the Session, the
Heads of SAARC Specialized Bodies and
Regional Centres discussed the impact
of the Covid-19 on the activities of these
Bodies and Centres during the year
2020. Zahid Hafeez Chaudhri reiterated
Pakistan’s commitment to SAARC as an
important platform for regional cooperation.
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Japanese Ambassador
Calls on Info Minister to
discuss bilateral relations
Information Minister Shibli Faraz said,
“Pakistan and Japan enjoy cordial relations”. He was talking to Japanese
Ambassador to Pakistan in Islamabad
today. The Information Minister said
Japan has always stood by Pakistan in
difficult times. PTV Chairman Naeem
Bukhari who was also present on the
occasion said his organization desires
to benefit from Japan in the field of technology. The Japanese ambassador expressed his country’s desire to promote
cooperation with Pakistan in technology especially the upgradation of the PTV.

China committed to support
PM Imran khan’s vision for
green Pakistan: Nong Rong

The Chinese envoy appreciated the
present government’s green and clean
initiatives, ambitious 10 Billion Tsunami Programme. Three-member delegation led by the China’s Ambassador to
Pakistan Nong Rong Monday called on
the Special Assistant to Prime Minister
on Climate Change Malik Amin Aslam
and discussed various matters of bilateral interest including environmental
sustainability, climate resilience and
renewable energy, according to a press
statement issued here today. Malik
Amin Aslam said, “We have discussed
in detail various matters for enhanced
bilateral cooperation and opportunities
pertaining to the fields of post-Covid-19
green economic recovery in Pakistan by
enhancing investment in nature-based
solutions and green job creations, environmental sustainability, climate resilience, management, air pollution, water
conservation and disaster risk reduction.” Meanwhile, China’s ambassador
said that his government is also committed to extend support to the green
vision of Prime Imran Khan and his
remarkable green initiatives including
the Green Stimulus, a post-COVID-19
green recovery initiatives for restoring
people’s lives and livelihood affected
by the pandemic. Chinese Ambassador
told PM’s aide Malik Amin Aslam that it
is heartening that Prime Minister’s Imran Khan’s vision for green Pakistan is
perfectly aligned to the Chinese President Xi Jinping’s vision for green China.
“However, we as a Chinese government
see a huge scope and opportunities of
working jointly to promote the common
green vision for enhanced environmental sustainability and climate resilience
against various adverse impacts of climate change on water, energy, food,
health and education sectors,” the Chinese ambassador said. Both sides also
agreed to make China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) a model green
belt and road initiative by calling it China-Pakistan Green Economic Corridor,
so that environment is taken care of
while implementing the game-chang-
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er project of regional connectively and
economic development.

Japan grants USD 9.5
million to Pakistan for
confronting COVID-19
Japan has extended a grant assistance of
JPY 1 billion (approx. USD 9.5 million)
to Pakistan for enhancing its capacity to
confront COVID-19 and other infectious
diseases. Notes to this effect were signed
and exchanged between H.E. MATSUDA
Kuninori, Ambassador of Japan to Pakistan and Mr. Noor Ahmad, Secretary
of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, in
Islamabad. In this program, more than
30 types of medical equipment including the Bedside X-ray Machine will be
provided to medical institutions in Pakistan through the National Disaster
Management Authority (NDMA). The
Embassy of Japan and NDMA have been
working together since the beginning
of COVID-19 outbreak in Pakistan with
due consideration to the need of frontline medical institutions. In the signing ceremony, Ambassador MATSUDA
clearly stated, “Our assistance will not
only improve the capacity of controlling
COVID-19 but will prepare for the risk
in the future. The Government of Japan
has expressed its strong commitment to
this assistance, recognizing the necessity to go hand in hand on a global scale
to confront the unknown viruses such
as COVID-19.”
As for COVID-19, Japan delivered diagnostic kits in the beginning of February, three weeks before the first case
was reported in Pakistan. Then, Japan
provided a total of USD 7.41 million to
Pakistan through international organizations. With this support to the NDMA,
Japan’s support to Pakistan for controlling COVID19 will reach USD 16.91
million in total.

FM Qureshi visited UAE
- Reaffirmed the commitment to further strengthening bilateral relations
Foreign Minister Shah Mahmood
Qureshi’s visited UAE met his UAE counterpart, His Highness Sheikh Abdullah
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bin Zayed Al Nahyan, in Abu Dhabi on
17 December 2020. The two Foreign
Ministers reviewed all aspects of bilateral relations and exchanged views on
regional and global issues. Foreign Minister Qureshi elaborated the worsening
situation in the Indian Illegally Occupied
Jammu and Kashmir and the precarious
security situation in South Asia. He also
outlined Pakistan’s consistent efforts
to support peace and reconciliation in
Afghanistan. Both Foreign Ministers
agreed to enhance the existing strong
bilateral ties, in particular in the areas of
economy, trade and investment. Foreign
Minister Qureshi assured his counterpart of active participation in the Expo
2020. He appreciated the UAE’s leadership for its consistent support Pakistan,
especially during COVID-19 pandemic.
Praising the hard work and dedication
of Pakistani professionals and workers
in the UAE, Foreign Minister Qureshi acknowledged their positive contribution
towards progress and development of
the UAE as well as Pakistan.
FO Islamabad said that this visit provided another opportunity to Pakistan and
the UAE to reaffirm their commitment
towards strengthening their ties, in particular in the areas of trade and investment. The two sides also shared views
on regional and global issues of mutual
interest, as well as to deepen their cooperation in the multilateral arena. It said

the two sides also acknowledged Pakistani community’s positive contribution
to the UAE’s success story. Accordingly,
they agreed to consider taking appropriate steps to encourage people to people
contacts between them. The statement
said the visit was a reflection of close
and cordial relationship, which Pakistan
and the UAE have enjoyed for decades.
During the visit, the Foreign Minister
called on Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum and his UAE counterpart Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al
Nahyan. Shah Mahmood Qureshi paid
homage at the tomb of founder of the
UAE late Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan Al
Nahyan and offered prayers at Sheikh
Zayed Grand Mosque. He also visited
Consulate General of Pakistan in Dubai
and interacted with local and international media.

Virgin Atlantic Airways
Ltd started its flights ops
from Pakistan

British private Airline, Virgin Atlantic
Airways Ltd has started its flight ops
from Pakistan. An opening ceremony
was organized by Gerry’s Dnata at IIAP

NEWSUPDATE
which was attended by British High
Commissioner, Dr Christian Turner, Mr
Zulfi Bukhari, Special Assistant to PM
for Overseas Pakistanis as chief guests
and officials of Gerry’s Dnata. First flight
of Virgin Atlantic Airways, VS-362 landed in Islamabad from Manchester, UK.
Chief guests received the passengers at
the international airport.
British High Commissioner Christian
Turner said the beginning of the airline’s operations to Pakistan was a “historic moment. Our 1.6 million strong Pakistani diaspora in the UK is at the heart
of our ties; this development is a sign of
confidence in Pakistan and will improve
people-to-people links and boost trade.”
The new Virgin Atlantic services will
provide vital connectivity for friends
and relatives visiting family and loved
ones, in addition to serving growing demand for business and leisure travel.
Virgin Atlantic South Asia’s Country
Manager Alex McEwan said that “We are
confident that passengers will love flying with us on our cutting-edge Boeing
787 Dreamliner to London Heathrow,
Manchester and beyond to North America. Our services will promote trade and
provide vital connectivity between UK
and Pakistan, enhancing already close
ties. It has been a monumental effort
to enable our set up in Pakistan, and I
would like to thank the British High
Commission and the Pakistan authorities for their unwavering support.”
Advisor to PM on Overseas Pakistani
Sayed Zulfiqar Bukhari on Twitter.
“Great new step for our United Kingdom
and European Union-based diaspora.
Pakistan is more connected and open
for travel and tourism today than it has
been in decades.”

PAK-CHINA JOINT AIR
EXERCISE ‘SHAHEEN-IX’
STARTS AT AN OPERATIONAL AIR BASE
Pak-China Joint Air Exercise “Shaheen-IX” held this month at an Operational Air Base of Pakistan Air Force.
The contingent of People’s Liberation
Army Air Force (PLAAF), comprising
combat Pilots, Air Defence Controllers
and technical ground crew participated
in the exercise. Air vice Marshal Waqas
Ahmed Sulehri, Deputy Chief of Air
Staff (Operations), PAF and Major General Sun Hong, Assistant Chief of Staff,
PLAAF were present in the opening ceremony of the exercise.
Major General Sun Hong said, “The Joint
Exercise will improve the actual level of
combat training and strengthen practical cooperation between the two Air
Forces”. Welcoming the Chinese contingent, Air vice Marshal Waqas Ahmed

Sulehri said, “The joint exercise will provide an opportunity to further enhance
interoperability of both the Air Forces,
thereby fortifying brotherly relations
between the two countries.” Chairman
JCSC lauded the professionalism of the
participants and appreciated the efforts
of PAF and People’s Liberation Army Air
Force in conducting a bilateral exercise
in befitting manner. Shaheen-IX is the
ninth in the series of Joint Air Exercises, which is conducted each year in both
countries on alternate basis.

GITEX Technology Week
2020 held in Dubai Pakistan Federal Minister
of Science & Technology
visited
Pakistan’s Federal Minister of Science &
Technology, Fawad Chaudhry, recently
visited GITEX Technology Week 2020
held in Dubai, UAE. During his visit, the
minister met with Charles Yang, President of Huawei Middle East, who offered the minister a closer view of cutting-edge 5G technologies, cloud and AI
platforms, smart office solutions, as well
as smart city and smart education solutions for an increasingly digital world.
Spacelee, Vice President of Huawei Middle East, and Mark Meng, CEO of Huawei
Pakistan, were also present during the
showcase. The minister thanked Huawei for its continued investments in Pakistan and support for the development
of Pakistan’s ICT Industry. He emphasized that the government firmly supports Huawei’s business in Pakistan and
the open collaboration needed to build
a strong technology ecosystem. The
minister also invited Huawei and other
tech giants to form new partnerships
with Pakistan, particularly in the area of
ICT talent development and technology
innovation.
Yang thanked the minister for his support, noting that this year’s GITEX Technology Week comes at a time when the
true value of ICT has become increasingly clear. Keeping people, businesses,
and communities connected even when
physically apart is more essential than
ever to the world’s socio-economic recovery, according to Yang, and the further development of the digital econ-
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omy is what will propel sustainable
growth and support the Digital Pakistan
initiative in a post-pandemic world.
While at GITEX, the minister also visited
prestigious Pakistani companies such
as Premier Cable, encouraging Pakistani
companies to do more for the development of the ICT industry and to support
innovation across the country.

Dr. Chris Schmotzer
awarded the
German Order of
Merit for her 33 years of
philanthropy at Leprosy
Hospital in Rawalpindi

On behalf of the German Federal President, German Ambassador to Pakistan
Bernhard Schlagheck awarded Dr. Chris
Schmotzer, medical doctor and director
of the Leprosy Hospital in Rawalpindi,
with the Order of Merit yesterday in a
ceremony held at the German Embassy
Islamabad. The honour is the highest
tribute the Federal Republic of Germany
can pay to individuals for outstanding
services. From the Pakistani government, Minister of Health, Dr. Faisal Sultan, attended the ceremony and commended the work of Dr. Schmotzer and
her team.

Dr. Chris Schmotzer was bestowed the
Cross of Merit for her tireless service to
humanity. As director of the Rawalpindi
Leprosy Hospital, she has been serving
the Pakistani people for 33 years now,
offering treatment to patients with leprosy, tuberculosis, eye and skin diseases
as well as rehabilitation measures. Being
member of the German Protestant Sisterhood of Christ-Bearers, the “German
sister” – as she is called by her Pakistani
patients – decided to come to Pakistan
shortly after finishing her medicine studies in 1988. Since then, she has contributed to fight leprosy and tuberculosis in
Pakistan. She also closely collaborated
with Dr. Ruth Pfau and the Marie Adelaide Leprosy Centre in Karachi.
During the awarding ceremony, German
Ambassador Bernhard Schlagheck underlined, “Dr. Chris Schmotzer is a
role model of true philanthropy! Thirty-three years ago, as a young woman,
she decided to devote her life to the
service of humanity. In Rawalpindi and
beyond, she is widely known and respected as a compassionate and devoted medical doctor who always gives priority to the treatment of sick and needy
people. As a token of appreciation of the
German Federal President for her tireless work, I gladly hand over the Cross
of Merit to Dr. Chris Schmotzer.”
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Chinese Quantum Supremacy

A major breakthrough in Photonic Quantum Computers

A

recent trial of a photonic
quantum computer by Chinese researchers marked the
success of the country in this
technological race, rendering
the country as the leader in the technology. Although this Jiuzhang’s computing
has an edge over traditional supercomputers in just one dimension it is a giant
leap in the future of computing and the
technology and it can be used in gaining a competitive advantage in machine
learning and quantum chemistry etc. Indeed this Chinese led development will
have far-reaching implications for the
tech world because of fast computing
speed as the newly built machine can
answer in less than 200 seconds whereas conventional supercomputers can
take years for the same operation.
Calling it the “Jiuzhang’s Quantum
Computing System,” researchers claim
that the system is able to apply largescale GBS 100 trillion times faster
than the world’s fastest existing supercomputer. The research team also
asserted that this new prototype of
Quantum Computer is able to process
10 billion times faster than the 53-qubit quantum computer developed by
Google.
A research paper published in Science
(journal) by the Chinese researchers,
especially the leading Chinese quantum physicist Pan Jianwei, showed that
while conducting Gaussian boson sampling, a mean for calculating the output
of a straight-line optical circuit that has
multiple inputs and outputs, the quantum computer handled the operations
efficiently and does not bog down like
any other supercomputer. Pan’s team
has been working on this project from
the last 20 years and with this break-
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through, they will be able to overcome
several scientific quandaries such as
the development of a high-quality photon source. Pan said that “A high-quality photon source needs to ‘release’ just
one photon each time, and each photon
needs to be exactly the same, which is
quite a challenge. For example, it is easy
for us to have one sip of water each time,
but it is difficult to drink just a water
molecule each time.”
A Chinese professor, Lu Chaoyang said
that “Quantum computational advantage is like a threshold, it means that,
when a new quantum computer prototype’s capacity surpasses that of the
strongest traditional computer in handling a particular task, it proves that it
will possibly make breakthroughs in
multiple other areas.”
Joining Google and IBM in the race of
quantum computing, Chinese are now
also moving towards a new era of computing and security. This development
raises security concerns as well because
with the help of fast-paced computing
power will affect the prevalent cryptography methods which are used to
protect the data in transit. According to
security analyst Digicert, the security
teams will have to face a new threat in
2022 due to advancements in quantum
computing. Although this Chinese system is not intended to decrypt the RSA
cryptography it is a step towards such
technology and it is just a matter of time
when China will be able to do so.
According to the renowned National
Institute for Standards and Technology
(NIST) of the US, currently, there is not
any standard for the Quantum Cryptography but they will soon, most probably
in 2022, will develop something substantial to impede the looming threat
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from the quantum computers.
According to John Prisco from Safe
Quantum Inc., “Quantum literacy must
improve in government agencies and
corporations before a quantum prime
computer exists. Creating a quantum-safe environment for data security will not occur overnight”. He added
that, with this advancement in quantum
computing,” there is no time to waste,
because of other classical security problems like harvesting attacks which occur today, a harvesting attack is the theft
of encrypted data and the RSA encryption key used to encrypt that data. While
the key cannot be hacked today with the
currently available quantum computer,
an adversary can steal the data and the
key, store it inexpensively in memory,
and decrypt the info when they have access to a more powerful quantum computer that can break the key.”
In lieu of this development, not only governments but the private entities should
also expedite their working to develop
solutions for overcoming the threats and
developing standards for the post-quantum world. In the coming times, surely
there will be quantum-safe, crypto-agile solutions and similar things to keep
us safe from the threat but to evade the
threat all security stakeholders should
adopt to multi-layered approach and
post-quantum cryptography algorithms.
The Chinese government had invested
$10 billion for Quantum computing,
especially through National Laboratory for Quantum Information Sciences.
The US security administration has
also provided funds of $1 billion for research of AI and Quantum information
in 2020 and also credited the success of
Google as a leap in the US science and
technology.

LIFESTYLE

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez

The Youngest
Elected to

Women Ever
Congress

he is an American politician
serving as the U.S. Representative for New York’s 14th congressional district since 2019.
Ocasio-Cortez is among the first
female members of the Democratic Socialists of America elected to serve in
Congress. Taking office at age 29, Ocasio-Cortez is the youngest woman ever
to serve in the United States Congress.
She has been noted for her substantial
social media presence relative to her fellow members of Congress. Ocasio-Cortez attended Boston University, where
she double-majored in international relations and economics, graduating cum
laude. She was previously an activist
and worked as a waitress and bartender before running for Congress in 2018.
She advocates a progressive platform
that includes Medicare for All, a federal jobs guarantee, the Green New Deal
and abolishing the U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement.
Ocasio-Cortez is remarkably youthful

while on her first anniversary serving as
congressional representatives, she said,
“It feels like it’s been 45”. She makes impassioned statements of moral outrage
and known for her robust collection of
rented designer blazers. The 29-yearold has brought a different color palette
and an eagerness to the usual proceedings that has shifted the stale air here.
One can only imagine the charisma and
throngs of admirers and selfie-requesters in Congress of AOC and she is more
like a superstar or Hollywood famed
actor. However, in terms of House hierarchy, she is just a freshman from the
Bronx has taken over the place.
Ocasio-Cortez is well known for her concise and egregious Tweets, but she says
this confidence was hard won. Last June,
Ocasio-Cortez herself thought that digs
from critics who watched her steamroll
Crowley - at the time the fourth-most
powerful Democrat in the House - as
a bartender, might prove correct, that
she would be a flash in the pan. She recalls when Senator Claire McCaskill described her as “a bright shiny new object.” “I felt that way,” she admits. Even
three months ago, she says, “I would
have been terrified” of saying what she
said about conditions at the border.
She would have agonized over whether
she had “compromised the movement.”
Now, she trusts her instincts more. “It’s
rooted in faith that if I vocalize what I

S
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Early Life

Alexandria was born in the Bronx to
working-class parents. Her father was
a small business owner from the South
Bronx. Her mother was born in Puerto
Rico—growing up around a large family
near Arecibo. Her mother cleaned
homes, and everyone pitched in on the
family business.
From an early age, Alexandria grew
up with a deep understanding of income inequality. The state of Bronx
public schools in the late 80s and early
90s sent her parents on a search for a
solution. She ended up attending public
school in Yorktown—40 minutes north
of her birthplace. As a result, much
of her early life was spent in transit
between her tight-knit extended family
in the Bronx and her daily student life.
It was clear to her, even then, that the
zip code a child was born in determined
much of their destiny.
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think is the morally correct position, people will crop up and support it.” Her staff members do not
control her personal accounts; they
sometimes find out what she has
said by whether or not it is trending
on Twitter the next day.
“It makes a very big difference once
other people know your heart, and
I’ve tried to make an effort to have
conversations with lots of members so they understand where
I’m coming from.” That might be
the key to Ocasio-Cortez’s biggest
staying power in Congress: she can
express unlikable, uncomfortable
ideas (this week, that conditions at
the border are cruel and fascist, and
have long been so) while somehow
remaining likable herself. Even to
Mike Johnson, the Louisiana representative who has called the Green
New Deal “a guise” to “usher in the
principles of socialism,” but who
practically gushes about introducing her to his kids on the House
floor. It’s what has Ted Cruz reaching out for bipartisan partnership.
She describes this capacity as an
organizer’s door-knocking aptitude
for “meet[ing] people where they’re
at.” And she happens to believe that
more people can be persuaded to
her side than to the other.
While commenting on the ongoing
pandemic, she said that, “COVID-19
is not creating new problems. It is
pouring gasoline on our existing
ones. We deserve more than a return to the system that allowed this
pandemic that devastated our lives
and livelihood”.
Free of ties to corporate lobbyists
and wealthy donors who keep congressional members from speaking,
or tweeting, without prep and PR,
Ocasio-Cortez is an enigma to many.
She must be a plant, a freak, funded
by dark money, selling out, flaming
out, and giving up. In reality, she is
held to account by something huge
and overwhelming, burdensome at
times: the people-powered movement behind her, which will be
there even if she does not get a second term.
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“I don’t think too much about [the
future]. I’d probably say the most
in the future I think about has to
do with personal stuff, like how I
would handle having children,” she
says.

TRAVEL DESTINATIONS

Tanzania

T

The Ultimate Beach and
Safari country

anzania a unique tourist
destination in the world,
endowed with a vast and
spectacular range of tourist attractions. It is a land of
many wonders hubbing an un-paralleled diversity of fauna and flora. Kilimanjaro, the highest permanently
snow-capped free standing mountain
in Africa, the exotic Islands of Zanzibar, the finest game sanctuaries of
Serengeti, Tarangire, Lake Manyara,
Ngorongoro Crater, Ruaha, Selous
and the Marine Park of Mafia Island
are only a few of the living examples.
The scenery, topography, rich culture
and very friendly people provide for
excellent cultural tourism, beach hol-

game reserves, 40 controlled conservation areas and marine parks that
are located throughout the country.

Tanzania has almost 38% of its land
reserved as protected areas, one of
the world’s highest percentage.Tanzania boasts 16 national parks and is
home to a large variety of animal life.
Among the large mammals include
the Big five, cheetahs, wildebeest,
giraffes, hippopotamuses and various antelopes. Tanzania’s most well
known wildlife attractions are locat-

idays, honeymooning, game hunting,
historical and archaeological ventures – and certainly the best wildlife
photographic safaris in the world.
Tanzania has 17 national parks, 29

ed in the northern part of the country and include the Serengeti National Park, Tarangire National Park and
Lake Manyara National Park. The
Serengeti National park encompass-

National
Parks
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es the world-famous great migrations
of animals. The Serengeti National
Park is the most popular park in the
country and had the chance to host
more than 330,000 visitors in 2012.
In 2018, Serengeti National Park was
voted the best African Safari Park
following the depth study conducted
by SafariBookings the largest online
marketplace for African safaris.
The north is also home to the Ngorongoro Conservation Area, including
the Ngorongoro Crater, which is an
extinct volcanic caldera with lions,
hippopotamus, elephants, various
types of antelope, the endangered
black rhinoceros, and large herds of
wildebeest and zebra. Olduvai Gorge,
considered to be the seat of humanity after the discovery of the earliest known specimens of the human
genus, Homo habilis as well as early
hominidae, such as Paranthropus
boisei also lies within the conservation area.The western part of Tanzania includes the Mahale, Katavi,
and Gombe national parks, the latter of which is the site of Jane Goodall’s ongoing study, begun in 1960, of
chimpanzee behaviour. The country
is also particularly rich in plant diversity, the Tanzania National Parks
Authority has an entire national park
the Kitulo National Park dedicated
to flowers. There is a wide variety of
biomass across the nation.
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The Mount Kilimanjaro – The
Roof of Africa

Also known as, the roof of Africa, Mount
Kilimanjaro is a UNESCO World Heritage
site and the highest peak in Africa. The
mountain now a dormant volcano rises
approximately 4,877 metres (16,001 ft)
from its base to 5,895 metres (19,341 ft)
above sea level. The mountain is located
in the north of the country on the border
with Kenya in the town of Moshi and is
accessible via Kilimanjaro International Airport. The airport also provides a
gateway for tourists to all northern safari
circuits. The mountain is part of Kilimanjaro National Park and is the second most
popular park in the country and roughly
20,000 visitors trek the mountain every
year. The mountain is one of the most accessible high peaks in the world and has
an average success rate of around 65%.

torical and cultural sites, some dating back to the 15th century. Zanzibari culture and architecture is built
on a fusion of different cultures from
Arabia, Persia, India and the coast of
East Africa.
Often the trip to Zanzibar is the end
of a tourist’s adventure into Tanzania after either a safari expedition
in the north of the mainland or after a trek to the peak of Kilimanjaro.
There are hundreds of kilometres
of beach as well as coral and limestone scarps along the coast allowing safe and significant amounts of
diving and snorkeling. Apart from
the beaches the island has the Jozani
Chwaka Bay National Park which is a
mangrove swamp and is the home for
the red colobus monkey and home to
40 species of bird and 50 species of
butterfly. Zanzibar is accessible by
air through Abeid Amani Karume International Airport and by ferry from
Dar es Salaam.

UNESCO SITES

Tanzania is home to seven UNESCO
World Heritage sites with six of them
on the mainland and one in Zanzibar.
Currently there are five more sites
viable to be nominated such as the
Gombe National Park and the East African slave trade route.

Zanzibar

The Zanzibar Archipelago is a
semi-autonomous region of Tanzania. Also nicknamed spice island, the
archipelago is home to kilometres of
white sand beaches and a cultural fusion of multiple cultures. The capital
Zanzibar City still preserves the ancient city of Stone Town, the former
capital of the Sultanate of Zanzibar.
The town is home to numerous his
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SPORTS

Tokyo

Olympics
Game On!

T

he Tokyo Governor Yuriko Koike announced
a good news for the athletes and Olympics
enthusiasts by saying that, “The growing availability of coronavirus vaccines is
a “ray of hope” for hosting the Olympics
next summer”. He said that Tokyo being the host
of 2021 Olympics will do whatever it takes to successfully achieve the games, which were postponed
for a year until next July because of the pandemic.
At the G20 Summit, leaders of world nations and
the World Health Organization also expressed support for next summer’s Olympic Games, despite the
worldwide coronavirus pandemic. The 9th Olympic
Summit was held remotely by videoconference on
12 December. The Olympic Summit brings together
leading representatives of the Olympic Movement.
It forms part of the ongoing dialogue and consultation on important issues and subjects of significance for the future of the Olympic Movement.
Discussions focused on several topics of interest
and concern to the Olympic Movement, including
the Olympic Games Tokyo 2020, the Olympic Winter Games Beijing 2022, the fight against doping,
Olympic Agenda 2020, and virtual sports and gaming.
The Olympic Summit involves the leading repre-

sentatives of the Olympic Movement. It forms part
of the ongoing dialogue and consultation on important issues and subjects of significance for the
future of the Olympic Movement. The main areas
under discussion were the International support
for the role of the Olympic and Paralympic Movement, upcoming Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 and
Olympic Winter Games Beijing 2022, the international fight against doping, Rule 50, Virtual sports
and gaming and most importantly the Olympic
Agenda 2020.The Summit warmly welcomed the
most recent declarations of the G20 Leaders’ Summit and the United Nations (UN) General Assembly
concerning the role of the Olympic and Paralympic
Movements.
In particular, the UN resolution – adopted by consensus – notes the “invaluable contribution of the
Olympic and Paralympic movements in establishing sport as a unique means for the promotion of
peace and development”. It also “acknowledges the
Olympic Charter, and that any form of discrimination is incompatible with belonging to the Olympic
Movement”.
The Summit expressed its full commitment to and
confidence in the successful organization of safe
and secure Olympic Games Tokyo 2020, starting on
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SPORTS
UPCOMING OLYMPIC GAMES TOKYO 2020 AND
OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES BEIJING 2022

23 July 2021.The Summit agreed
that the top priority remains the
health and safety of all participants. In this regard, it was highlighted that a toolbox of COVID-19
countermeasures has been developed for every possible scenario. State-of-the-art rapid testing

methods and vaccines will be
added to this toolbox. With regard to vaccines, the Summit took
note of and appreciated the IOC’s
role in a worldwide pro-vaccination campaign, and agreed on the
participation of all the Olympic
Movement stakeholders in this
campaign.

The Summit conveyed its appreciation and gratitude to the Japanese Government, the Tokyo Metropolitan Government and the
Tokyo 2020 Organizing Committee for their excellent work, and
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expressed its full commitment to
and confidence in the Olympic
Winter Games Beijing 2022.
The Chinese Taipei Olympic Committee (CTOC) held its 2020 yearend reception on 10 December.
The event highlighted the results
of the NOC’s year-long efforts to
improvise and implement various
projects throughout 2020, a difficult year for sport and the Olympic Movement.
It was emphasized that the Olympic Agenda 2020 reforms had
changed not just the IOC but also
the whole Olympic Movement.
The Summit highlighted in particular the sweeping reforms with
regard to the Olympic Games,

the protection of clean athletes,
strengthened solidarity, gender equality, sustainability, good
governance, the creation of the
Olympic Channel, the relevance
of sport in society, and how the
reforms of Olympic Agenda 2020
are contributing to the long-term
stability of the Olympic Movement.Olympic Agenda 2020 has
resulted in profound change and
progress across the entire Olympic Movement and has laid solid
foundations for the future.
International Olympics Committee President Thomas Bach said,
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“Olympic Agenda 2020 has
changed the Olympic Games, the
IOC and the Olympic Movement.
Having achieved 85 per cent of the
recommendations is a great example of what we can accomplish
when we work together. However, it is our conviction that the
success of today only gives us the
opportunity to drive the change
for tomorrow and carrying forth
the unity, which Olympic Agenda
2020 created within the Olympic
Movement and building on its success, we can contribute to shaping
the post-coronavirus world. From
this position of strength and stability, we have every reason to be
confident about our future, as we
continue to pursue our mission
to make the world a better place
through sport.”
As the saying goes, “For athletes,
the Olympics are the ultimate
test of their worth.”The modern
Olympic Gamesare leading international sporting events featuring summer and winter sports
competitions in which thousands
of athletes from around the world

participate in a variety of competitions. The Olympic Games are
considered the world’s foremost
sports competition with more
than 200 nations participating.
The Olympic Games are normally
held every four years, alternating
between the Summer and Winter
Olympics every two years in the

four-year period. The 2020 Olympics were postponed until 2021
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic however, with the development of vaccine a ray of hope
emerged for the 2021 Olympics.

FOOD

Chilaquiles
Chilaquiles are a popular breakfast and brunch dish in Mexico.
Triangular tortilla chips, made
from round corn tortillas, are
cut into quarters and fried. The
chips are then covered in salsa
roja or verde (red or green salsa), sometimes they are lightly
simmered in the salsa to soak
up the flavours. Then, cheese
and cream are sprinkled over
the top. It is often served with
frijoles (refried beans), huevos al gusto (eggs as you like
them), and sometimes guacamole, shredded beef, chicken,
or a combination of some of the
above. In many households, it is
served as a brunch dish to use
up leftover tortillas or salsa from
the meal from the night before.
It is a staple dish on menus at
breakfast spots and it is also a
popular hangover cure. It’s normally a very large portion and
Mexicans aren’t generally shy
with the cheese and cream, so
approach this dish hungrily.

Mexican
Cuisine
Feisty, vibrant and mysterious these words define the land of Mexico. A mix of ethnic varieties and
a vibrant history gives it a unique
culinary culture. Mexico’s cuisine
has been blessed with numerous
influences, ranging from the early
civilization of the Aztecs and Mayas
to modern European.

Tacos al pastor
This historic dish is one of
the most popular varieties of
tacos, with origins dating back
to the 1920s and 30s and the
arrival of Lebanese and Syrian immigrants to Mexico. To
create tacos al pastor (meaning ‘in the style of the shepherd’), thin strips of pork are
sliced off a spit similar to the
Turkish döner kebab and the
Greek gyros, placed on a corn
tortilla and served with onions,
coriander leaves and pineapple.

Mexico embarked on its food journey with simple native elements like
peanuts, vanilla, beans, coconuts,
tomatoes and chilli peppers. With
time, Europeans added meats such
as beef, pork, chicken, and goat, and
cheese to the basket. Mexican food
has been dreaded by some as being
overly spicy because of the flamboyant use of chillies. It is true no one
Three states claim to be the
celebrates their chillies as Mexico
original home of mole (prodoes. Each of them varies in taste,
nounced ‘mol-eh’), a rich sauce
shape, and flavour.
popular in Mexican cooking. There are myriad types
Keeping up with the geographical
of mole but all contain around
diversity of Mexico, culinary tastes
20 or so ingredients, including
vary across the length and breadth
one or more varieties of chilli
of the country. Northern Mexico is
peppers, and all require confamous for the dominance of meat
stant stirring over a long period of time. Perhaps the beston the menu, while the dishes from
known
mole is mole poblano, a
South feature veggies and chicken
rusty red sauce typically served
with prominent Caribbean influencover turkey or chicken.
es. Flanked by the sea on both sides,
Mexico is interspersed with rivers,
which leads to the easy availability
of freshwater fish to be used in delicious Mexican preparations.

Mole
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Tamales

Pozole

Burritos

A popular treat in the mornings
or evenings, and often served
at parties, tamales are a type
of corn dough dumpling that
comes in a corn husk or banana
leaf wrapper. The word tamal
(yes, the singular of tamales is
tamal, not the oft-heard “tamale”) comes from the Nahuatl
(the language of the Aztecs)
word meaning “wrapped.” They
usually have a filling which
may be mole or salsa with
chicken, or sometimes rajas,
which is strips of poblano chiles along with some tomato and
onion.
There are even sweet tamales,
which instead of having a filling, will have sugar, cinnamon,
raisins, and bits of pineapple
mixed in with the dough. Remove the wrapping to eat the
tamal inside. At street stands
in Mexico City, they are sometimes served on a bolillo bun,
as a “torta de tamal” sometimes
referred to as a “guajolota”.

Pozole is a traditional soup or
stew dating back to the Aztecs
when it had ritual significance.
There are three types of pozole,
Rojo (red), Blanco (white),
and Verde (green). As with
any national dish, regional and
familial variations exist, but
the pozole Rojo is usually made
with ancho and guajillo chillies
and garnished with avocado,
the Verde is made using green
tomatoes and serrano chilli,
and the Blanco made using
de-seeded ancho chillies and
often contains chicken instead
of pork. The pozole is usually
topped with shredded lettuce,
cubes of raw onion, oregano,
dried chilli, radishes and fresh
lime juice, and served with a
basket of tostadas.

Burrito is a dish consisting of
a wheat flour tortilla that is
wrapped in such a way that it
is possible to fully enclose the
flavorful filling on the interior.
The filling consists of a combination of various ingredients such as meat, beans, rice,
lettuce, guacamole, and cheese,
among others.
Its name means little donkey
in Spanish, and a popular theory suggests that it stems from
the way the bedrolls and packs
appeared on the donkeys that
carried them. Some claim that
the dish originated in the 19th
century by either the vaqueros
in Northern Mexico, farmers in
California, or the miners from
Sonora.

Churros
Traditional
Flan Custard
Creamy, caramel-topped flan
dates all the way back to the
Roman Empire. When Spain
invaded Mexico in the 1500s,
a lot of their cuisine made its
way into the Mexican diet,
including this now-classic
dessert.
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Churros are sometimes called
Mexican doughnuts since
they’re made using a very similar technique. Pipe these cinnamon sugar-coated sticks from
a bag topped with a star tip,
then fry them until golden and
roll in cinnamon sugar for a
sweet treat that’s often served
with dulce de leche or Mexican
chocolate sauce for dipping.
Enjoy them warm and just try
not to go back for seconds!
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Huevos
Rancheros

This famous Mexican dish
means “Ranch-Style Eggs” and
it can be found on menus all
over the country. It consists of
fried eggs served on tortillas
covered with fresh salsa. It’s
simple, filling, and delicious!
When you order a plate of
Huevos Rancheros, you typically get some refried beans and/
or Mexican rice on the side as
well. If you’re lucky, you might
even get a few slices of avocado.

BOOK REVIEW

Not
Enough:
Human
Rights in
an Unequal
World
By Samuel Moyn
Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 2018

In the ten years since the global
financial crisis and the great recession, attention to the perils
of income and wealth inequality
has increased considerably. The
Occupy movement with its call
of “we are the 99%!” highlighted in stark terms what economists Thomas Piketty and Emmanuel Saez (and others) have
shown in more detailed terms
– income and wealth inequality
has exploded around the world
since the late 1970s. The culprits behind this explosion in
inequality are ones you would
expect – politicians who cut taxes for the rich, economists who
advocate for unfettered market
dominance, wealthy individuals
who use offshore tax havens to
hide most of their wealth. However, there are also culprits that
one may not expect such as the
human rights movement.
In this book Not Enough: Human Rights in an Unequal
World Samuel Moyn argues not
that the human rights movement has caused this explosion
in inequality, but rather that
human rights and the human
rights movement did nothing
to stop this trend from emerging and accelerating and is not
up to the task of reversing it.
Moyn’s main claim is that for
the contemporary human rights
movement, social and economic
rights have been conceptualized as providing a basic minimum (or sufficient) amount of
what he terms “the good things
in life”, and while this has galvanized attention to issues of
global poverty it has done nothing to stem the explosion of
inequality within or across nations. In fact, Moyn argues that

the global human rights movement and neoliberalism have
been able to coexist for decades
without much fear of the latter
overriding the former: “To a
startling extent, human rights
have become prisoners of the
contemporary age of inequality”. This is the culmination of
Moyn’s book, but to get there
he takes the reader on a very
interesting and much-needed
history of social and economic
rights, showing that there has
been a longstanding debate as
to whether social and economic
rights should include just sufficiency or also be expanded
to include material equality as
well.
Moyn moves from the French
Revolution to the emergence of
national welfare states pre-and
post-World War II, to the brief
rise of the New International
Economic Order of the 1970s
and the intellectual moves from
scholars, who state that a focus
on sufficiency should ground
economic and social rights, and
finally to the present neoliberal
moment where wealth inequality has skyrocketed. This is
quite the tour through political,
economic, as well as intellectual
history. One of the main points
Moyn makes throughout this
is that the political economy of
the time largely dictates how
social and economic rights are
viewed – with either attention
to the sufficiency or to both sufficiency and equality. This latter
idea – the fusion of sufficiency
and equality as comprising social and economic rights – is
what Moyn terms the Jacobin
synthesis since it was an idea
that first emerged during the
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French revolution. Moyn notes
of this time that, “It was never
simply the case, however, that
the people’s precarious state
exempted wealth from egalitarian concern so long as adequate
social policy existed . . . The
“right of existence” escalated
among the sans-culottes into a
claim for ‘equal outcomes”.
According to Moyn, the Jacobin
synthesis achieved its fullest
realization with the rise of the
welfare state in the late 19th
and early 20th Century. Importantly for Moyn, it was the national welfare state where economic and social rights were
grounded during this time. This
brings him to recast the view
of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights as empowering
the state rather than an internationalizing document that
empowered non-governmental actors or judges. He states
that “for all these reasons, the
Universal Declaration has to be
reread. Most historians of the
document, celebrating it for internationalization of rights politics that occurred decades later
have omitted the welfare state
that it canonized. The Universal Declaration has to be seen
circling around the project of
national welfare. It was the satellite, not the sun”.
The Jacobin synthesis even
made some progress in the
country most hostile to the welfare state – the U.S. Moyn argues
that during the New Deal era in
American history some prominent reformers advocated for
material equality to go hand in
hand with the state providing
basic sufficiency. This move culminated in FDR’s call for a sec-

ond Bill of Rights, but ultimately
these claims were not realized
and according to Moyn, “American reformers massively failed
in both their overt plans of institutionalizing a social minimum and their covert mission
of endorsing a planned economy for the sake of distributive
equality – even if an impressive
moderation of income inequality was achieved in other ways in
the period and lasted for some
time”. As World War II ended
and decolonization continued
apace, the idea of the welfare
state burst from its national
boundaries and became globalized. According to Moyn, “it
took the decolonization of the
globe after World War II, as old
empires disgorged new states,
for the ideals of the just distribution of good things in life to
be truly globalized”.
The New International Economic Order (NIEO) was a coalition
of states from the Global South
who advocated for policies to
address the problem of inequality among nations. Moyn notes
that the NIEO program differed
from the human rights movement that was also emerging
at the same time in their focus on addressing problems of
material inequality and doing
so through diplomatic means,
as opposed to the naming and
shaming tactics utilized by the
human rights movement. Ultimately, the plans of the NIEO
to reduce material inequality
across nations did not achieve
their goal and the next stage in
globalizing welfare focused on
providing for the basic human
needs of individuals in the developing world.
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